


Foreword

These are stones of Innovative Utah
companies. Some are multlmlJllon dollar
giants. others have yet to make a profit.
However. they all have two things In
common: they deal In high technology.
and they trace their origins. directly or
Indirectly. to the University:, of Utah.

High technology refers to machines
and processes uSing the very latest
sCientific knowledge. And t,he rate at
which such knowledge moves from the
laboratory into ccmrnercrariaooncanco is
increasing all the time. '

DUring the 1980s. an Increasingly
global marketplace will develop In
whIch the remaining iaoor-mtensive
manufacturing aC[IVlCleS will Shift to
what are now the developing countnes.
ThiS natlon's prime product In such a
new economic order will be Ideas and
mvennons -In other words, high
technology.

As Gov. Scott Matheson noted In
his State of the State Address. If Utah
wants to participate In thIS economic
future, "we must make a dramatic
commitment to new technology:' Since.
as the governor puts It "the raw
rnarenar of the Information age IS
Intelligence:" education as an "investment
In our human caprar 1$ the key to the
state's growth.

In fact. a study by the JOint Econormc
Committee of Congress found that the
number one factor high technology

Industry consroers In iocarronai ceosrons
IS the availability of educated. tech
nically skilled workers.

Utah already has conSiderable assets
for attracting high technology Industry
Primarrly because of companies growIng
out of artifiCial organs and brornatenats
research at the University of Utah.
SCience Digest reported that "Salt Lake
City IS becoming BioniC Valley - the
epicenter of a bioengineering effort that
promises to shake up the enure health
care system."

Further. because of Its location In the
growing southwest quadrant of the
nation and ItS good quality of life. Salt
Lake City IS one of 10 "cities of great
opportunity" for the 1980s. according to
social forecaster John Nalsbltt. author of
the best seller. "Mega trends:' and a
University of Utah alumnus. And high
technology ousmesses locating on the
Wasatch Front may be expected to
eventually establish some satellite
operations In Utah's rural cornmerunes.

The University of Utah IS committed
to helping attract and create high tech
nology Industry. Its poncy IS to get
research Inventions to the marketplace
as qUickly as IS feaSible.

While the UniverSIty owns any
technology developed by employees
uSing Its facilities. It actively seeks to
license the technology to the Inventor or
to pnvate companies. In return, the
University usually receives royalties on
sales and sornenrnes stock In the
companies Involved. Returns from such
license agreements flow back into
UniversIty eoucenon and research
programs.

Faculty are free to form or participate
In private companies as long as the
acnvuy does not conflict With University

Interests or the faculty members' aca
oerruc commitments. Some professors
Involved With comoarues have shifted to
part-time status or eventually left the
UniverSIty. Some have bUilt up com
panies. sold them and then been reap
pointeo to the faculty.

The UniverSity offers a range of
services to high tecnnotooy Industry.
Including a 300-acre Research Park adJa
cent to campus. the University of Utah
Research Institute which conducts
applied research and testing not SUitable
for acacemtc study. and a patent office
and a patent attorney.

Pnvate companies find the Univer
srtys libraries, computer center and
soennfic eqUipment major resources. Top
sciennsrs and enqmeers for pnvate
firms. many of whom hold PhDs. attend
campus cultural events. take classes
and hold adjunct pos.nons on the
faculty. Employees of firms In Research
Park have priVileges at UniverSIty
recreation faCIlitIes.

The companies oescncec In thIS
booklet are featured because they devel
oped from. or requireo assocanon WIth,
a major research oruversity. These
stories give an InSight to the kind of
remarkable technology and innovative
firm that IS becoming a key element of
the Utah economy.

~t)Mtf4-;T~
James J Brophy

. Vice President for Research
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Terra Tek Inc.
420 Wakara Way
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108

Sidney J, Green, President

-------_.----

enough to begin producing a product.'
says Frank P McNeil. UICI general man
ager The remaining space has been
leased to other high technology
businesses.

In Its headquarters, UICI Will provide
a technical library. offices. conference
rooms and pooled secretarial. legal.
computing and other services. Each client
Will be billed for the servrces used.

Technology-based companies often
need serer-nne equipment. such as
chemical anaiys.s Instruments and elec
tron microscopes. BegInning companies
seldom can afford such Items. But
smce they are based In Research Park.
UICI clients Will be able to arrange for
use of such equipment on campus.

sesroes licenSing or seiling technology
It owns and receiving revenue from Its
stock In high technology firms, Utah
Innovation Center Inc. WIJl do ousmess
consuJtlng for eXIsting firms and govern
ment agenCies on problems related to
commerCializing new technology.

UICJ illustrates the Unlverslty's role
In helpIng develop the bus.ness as well
as the soenunc expertise essential for
launching high technology companies
It shows how successfuJ teamwork
among government. academic and
private eorerpnse can help future Uni
versity researchers In vanous fIelds
cornmercrauze their products as well as
attract non-oruversrry-rerated businesses
to the state

The formation of a company to carry
on work begun at the UniversIty may
be only a beginning. The spin off firm
may Itself produce spin orrs. And
talented SCientists. enqineers and man
agers who come to Utah to work for
those companies may end up foundIng
stIli other comoarues.

Terra Tek Inc.. which concentrates
on geoscience research actvines. IS an
example of a small. Single-purpose firm
mushrooming Into a web of companies.
The central corporation now has seven
ovrs.ons. SubSIdIaries and affrllates. not
counting Independent firms launched by
former employees.

In fact. the parent firms chief activity
now IS SImply launchIng or acqUiring an
Interest In. and then nurturing, other
high recnnoioqy companies. "Terra Tek IS
really an Incubator," says Sidney J
Green, pres.oenr and chief executive
officer "We help create or develop
companies. As they mature, we push
them out of the nest. and they gradually
proceed on their own."

A philosophy of promoting new Ideas
and new companies to Implement them
has led to the group's total annual
revenues growIng from 54.7 million to
S12.8 million over the last SIX years. Terra
Tek comoarues now have more than
350 employees.

The firm Originally grew out of
federally funded research In the
Mechanical Engineering Department
studYing the characteristics of various
types of rock structures under extremely
high pressures. The prinCipal Investigator
was Dr. Wayne S. Brown. professor and
former dean of engineering.

In 1969. Brown Incorporated Terra
Tek. and ,n 1970, the company opened
a four-person office In downtown Salt
Lake City. Initially, the company
continued work on the federal research
contracts started earlier at the UniverSity
Most of the flrm's research dUring thiS
period focused on the potential effects
of an arorruc blast on Minuteman missile
silos. The studies also developed data
engineers could use to cesion safe
underground bomb tests In Nevada.

Since then. Terra Tek has expanded
Into a variety of engineering research
act.vines for government and Industry
clients. It has acqurec an Interest In or
launched seven other enterprises.
These Include Drilling Research Labora
tory inc, Terra Tek Systems, Terra Tek
International. Native Plants mc.
Resource Enterprises me. Terra Tek Core
Services and GEOTECH Ltd. Terra Tek
also was one of the angInal occupants
of University Research Park,

In ItS early years, Terra Tek financed
growth With bank loans, stock sales to
employees and ItS own profits, In 19BO,
It began seeking Investments from
nanonal venture capital cornparues to
finance more rapid growth.

Generally, as a Terra Tek operation
becomes attractive to Investors, stock IS
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Motor Co-Umvers.ty of Utah research.
DOE is still funding the studies. which
are now being conducted by Ceramatec
pnvately. Whlie affiliated with the
University. the research attracted 12.3
million In federal research and oeverop
rnenr money.

Gordon. who continues to hold his
appomtrnenr as professor of materials
soence and englneerrng and who stili
teaches part time at the University.
became the pnncipal Investigator on the
Ford-DOE subcontracts.

Initially. research was centered in the
Matenals SCience and Englneenng
Department, Graduate students assisted
faculty. and several theses and disserta
tions resuiteo, But gradually, aspects of
the research became less academic and
thus iess appropnate for student training.
in 1976. those portions of the work
were moved to the University of Utah
Research Institute. a University-affiliated
but self-supporting entity established to
carry on research that has become
cornrnercrany. rather than academically,
oriented.

As work progressed further. however.
both Ford and the government wanted
a profit-making organization to carry
out the technology on a iarger scale.
So It was up to Gordon to decide
whether or not to form a company.

By 1979. ten mvesrorsvpnrnanry
Gordon and Gordon's collaborators from
the University - had raised 1120,000 In
working capital. Last year, the firm's
Income was S1.3 mlJlion, including
1600,000 In commercial sales. Ceramatec
now has about AO employees.

When the University was sponsoring
the research of Gordon and rus asso
E:late~, the institution took patents

on various processes and products the
team Invented. The UnIversity has Since
licensed many of the patents to Cerarna
tee. In turrtas Ceramatec markets the
patented Items, the company Will pay
royalties to the University.

The company seeks to find diverse
uses for ItS soecrauzec ceramics and
generally to "operate at the forefront of
advanced marenars technology," says
Gordon.

Ceramatec is now gravItating toward
commercia! sales. Its specranzec products
are already being sold In Europe,
Japan and throughout the United
States, and oorenuai markets are vast.

The company also expects to continue

..

---_._._---

conducting baSIC research. And Just as
Ford Motor contracted With Gordon
and rus team. Ceramatec has subcon
tracted With present University faCUlty
for some of rrus research. '"Research
contracts are very important:' explains
Gordon. "because out of them come
Ideas for our Future products."

The company's development Illustrates
the vanous roles the unrversrry of Utah
plays In brrnglng high technoiogy
Industry to Utah. Those roles Include
enabling a new process to be developed.
helping the process to be applied
comrnerciauy and then continuing to
feed a stream of Ideas for further appli
cations of the process.

..,,,
,~... • .. """'c

Ceramic mateflals manufactured by Ceramatec Inc. a spin off from the UnIVersity Materrals SCience and
Engineering Department. couJd be used [0 power nonqasohne cars and extract metals from sea water
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about 15 employees and IS receiving
about one order a week for the Utah
Arm In 1982, Wlita, who received his
MBA from Harvard, came to Utah be
cause he was "blown away by the tech
nology" of biomedical devices being
developed at the University.

Revenues for 1982 totaled about
1500,000, and the present annual sales
rate IS about SJ rrnflion,

The Utah Arm IS another example of a
research Idea developing inro a bene
ficial product That has been possible,
explains one Motion Control official.
"because University of Utah concies
encourage the transfer and cornrneroau
zarron of technology to Industry when a
product becomes viable."

Bunnell Biomedical Inc,
391 Chipeta Way, Suite G
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108
Dr, J. Bert Bunnell, President

Bunnell Biomedical Inc. recently mar
keted an arr pressure monitor that signals
the nurse If a patient's respirator IS not
working properly. The company IS
working on a "high frequency ventilator"
that could replace respirators now used
for crincany til Infants and children.

But, says Dr. J. 8ert Bunnell, BBI
founder and pres.cent. If the Utah inno
vanon Center at the University of Utah
had not helped launch the company,
development of the life-saVing devices
would have halted abruptly

All that would have remained of a
decade of research at Harvard Uruversity.
Massachusetts General Hospital and
two prrvate firms, says Bunnell. would
have been some disassembled equip
ment and an untested cnruca: prototype.

A native of Prrce, Utah, 8unnell
received his doctorate In engineenng at
the Massachusetts tnstrtute of Tech
nology.

In the course of his research, he
became concerned about damage Infants
were suffering from respiratory therapy.
The standard method of treating resprra
tory distress was forcmq air into a
baby's lungs at about the same rate as
normal breathing, explains Bunnell. If the
pulmonary passages contained any leaks,
bigger doses of arr were forced IntO the
lungs In order to meet the child's
metabolic requuernents.

However. the continual pressure of
arr bursts can rupture a weak child's
lungs or Inhibit the child's cardiovascular
activity,

In response, Bunnell began explorrng
"high frequency" venruanorr-a concept

that had been discussed for some years
In SCientific literature. Eventually he built
a new type of resprraror that opel ated
much faster than normal lungs-
at more than 900 breaths per rrunute
but released far smaller bursts of air

After bUilding two more prototypes,
the company Bunnell was employed
by announced It was closmq. Than
when the Innovation Center suggested
that he start his own company. Within
a few months, the center helped
Bunnell buy the rrghts to his research
and prototypes.

In 1980, B81 Incorporated. The Inno
vation Center provideo space and advrce.
and Initially paid some of Bunnell's
tecnn.crans. More Important. the staff
lent moral support "They kept belieVing
m "'," Bunnell says.

In return. the mnovanon Center
received common stock In BBI. The stock
has s.nce been diVided between the
University of Utah and UICI. giving
each of the two entitiesJust over 10
percent ownerstup of an Increasingly
valuable o.ornecncal frrm

By the end of 1982, BBI was seiling
50 air pressure rnorutors a month.
Revenue was coming In at the rate of
about SI million annually. and the
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fade and otherwise modify recorded
sounds.

In 1977. Soundstream Inc. made Its
first Important digital record - a recording
of Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops.
Record companies recognized the
superiority of the digital method.
but generally they weren't willing to
purchase Soundstrearrs recorder out
right. So the firm began offering record
Ing services to Columbia. RCA. Telarc and
other rnusrc companies. and has now
recorded about 300 albums.

One of Soundstrearns achievements
has been uSing digital processing to
remove distortions and resonance from
master recordings of EnriCO Caruso.
RCA has Issued a multi-album collection
containing the restored versions of the
complete Caruso heritage.

Recently. a number of companies

have begun uSing digital recording
technology to produce Inexpensive
record cards (Similar to computer cards)
that can be Inserted Into soec.a: home
players to reproduce high quality sound.

In 1980. Stockham oeoceo to merge
SoundstreamWith Digital Recording Corp..
a publicly held firm Soundstream IS
now a wholly owned subsrd.ary of
Digital Recording Corp.. which has
moved ItS headquarters to Salt Lake
City

Digital Recording Corp. was orqaruzeo
to develop a related technology - optical
recording of digital data uSing lasers The
company IS working to cornmercianze a
process Invented by James T Russell at
the Battelle i.aoorarones In Richland.
Washington.

DRC has focused on digital recording
of a variety of Information materials.

Including words. pnotoqrapns. color
terevrs.on pictures and bus.ness data
The company's current ernorasrs IS on
arcruvinq medical diagnostic data.
particularly x-rays A laser beam would
be used to put data onto the cards
and to retrieve It.

OffiCials say the method enables
storage of a far greater volume of
material than can be contameo on
present magnetic computer tapes For
Instance. 1.500 X-rays can be stored on a
3- by 5-lnch card.

The merger With Digital Recording
Corp. and tne fact that companies
throughout the world have moved Into
digital recording have Signaled a change
In oos.ness emonasrs for DRC and
Soundstream The developments have
Influenced Stockham's oeosron to resume
his acaoern« career.

However. Stockham IS returning to the
University With the satisfaction of
knowmq that Soundstream's digital
albums have provrdec a key stepping
stone for the recording Industry. One
reason digital recording IS coming to
the home, he notes, IS because of the
pioneering efforts of Soundstream

Dr n-or-as G Stockham rocr-oer of Sovoostream Inc and ocoee- In jig:ra; rec:J1jlng of mus.c has
-etor-ec [0 t-e Unlvers,:~, faCUlty [0 share rus ous.oess and see-one KnO'.'.'leage-AI:h students
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Koltt Medical Inc.
374 West 600 North
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Robert K. Jarvik. President

venture capital. The Rockefellers recruited
other Investors. mcludinq the Newmarket
Co.. a London Investment house which
now owns about 13 percent of the
company

A year after Its Incorporation, the
company shipped a "Line Drawing
System I" computer to the first customer,
Bolt, Buranek and Newman, one of the
nation's top computer consulting and
research firms,

But It wasn't until 1974 that the
company turned Its first profit and
moved from the barracks to a new build
Ing In Research Park.

The same year, Evans left the Uni
versity and began working for the
company full time. He IS now presrdenr
and chairman. Sutherland IS presently
With Carnegie-Mellon University but
continues to be a member of the
board and a consultant to the company

By 197B, With sales nearing 1I0 million.
the company went publiC With a 13
million stock offering, It raised another
110 million m a 19BO offering. The firm
now has rune-mutton shares outstanding,
a majority of which are owned by
private and mstttunonal Investors.

For several years, Evans and Suther
land's chief products have been
computerized SImulators used In Jet
pilot training and computers and
terminals for engineering deSign stations,

The desrqn stations, which enable
engineers to actually see the results
of changes In shapes and dimensions, are
used In deSigning Items ranging from soap

bottles to airplanes to the molecular
structures of drugs.

Most of the company's research and
development IS directed toward
Improving ItS two key products.

The company's Research Park location
and its continued Informal ties with the
University are keys to attracting Its
biggest asset- talent Employees have
turtion waivers and staff pnvueqes at
University recreation faCilities. Company
officials find It convenient to consult
government contract reports In Marriott
Library and to find answers to bus.ness
and patent questions In the Law Library.

Sn!l the net benefit probably falls
to the Unrversity. ses.oes making sub
stantial voluntary contributions to com
puter science acnvu.es. the company
often purchases time on the University
computer. Several Evans and Sutherland
computer scientists and engineers.
Including Evans himself, are adjunct
faculty members who penodicalty teach
classes and serve on graduate students'
committees.

"We Just like our relationship with
the University a whole lot. That feeling:'
saysVice President Gary Meredith, "seems
to go both ways."

The Implant of an artifiCial heart In

Seattle dentist Barney Clark culminated .
15 years of research at the University of
Utah, It also marked the beginning of a
pnvate project aimed at eventually
manufactunng and marketing artifiCial
hearts.

"We're ngh' ,t the Juncture where
research IS tra erred to (he commercial
world:' explains William C. Moeller,
executive vice pres.dent of KOlff Medical
lnc, a firm set up to commercialize
the total artifiCial heart and other
medical technology.

Although It was established In 1976,
Kolff ASSOCiates started expanding
ItS acnv.ues about one year pnor to
the Implant. Food and Drug Administra
tion requlauons requre a request to use
an experimental medical device to be
JOintly submitted by the company that.
may eventually manufacture the cevice
and a chief Investigator

Dunng the past year, Kolff Medical
also negotiated two Important license
agreements With the umversity, The first
gives the company cornmerctal nghts to
the artificial heart. Its drive system
and related cardiovascular research.

A second agreement covers an artr
fiCial hear.nc system -essennary an
artifiCial ear for the deaf-which. like
the heart. was developed ,n the Uni
versity's Amflclal Organs DiVISion, It
converts acoustic waves to etectnc
Signals. These electronic impulses are
processed through a tiny computer
and applied to appropnare nerve fibers
In the Inner ear. The artifiCIally stimulated
nerves send messages which the brain
IS able La Interpret as distingUishable
sounds.

The prinCipal founders of Koltf Medical
Included Dr. Willem Kolft. artifiCial organs
pioneer and founder of both the
ArtifiCial Organs Division and the
University's Institute for Biomedical

II
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Native Plants Inc.
360 Wakara Way
Salt Lake City. Utah 84108
Peter D. Meldrum
Chief Executive Officer

\Ja[lVe P~ants inc IS ovotvecm oonrq ce"',--,Slon ar-c qeoer.c eng:nee'll"'g of plants r-e '.~.

a, vanety of agriCultural and oianr coe...... 'cal occccrs
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much of the company's cellular and
molecular biology work

Once a Single superror.plant is pro
duced. It can be cloned and thuS reoo
ouceo In exponential quantities Native
Plants has used cloning from tissue
cultures to produce iarge ouannnes of
potato. asparagus and strawberry piants
and grapes for wine and ernoie varieties
Na[)ve Plants' rrucrooroioorsrs are
presenny acvancmq toward [he com
rnerc.at production of beneficial fungi
and bactena that could diminiSh the
world's chemical fertilizer requlfemenrs

Probably the company's most
advanced research project at presenr
mvoives Identifying the traits carried
In soec.r«. IndiVidual genes In carr Dk.n[~

The eventual goal IS genetic engineer:!;.;
-the capability of InfUSing a plant ',\I~r'

one gene carryinq a given, deSired
cnaractensnc

A third empr-asrs IS In plant C~erT'

c'

f'
'-L

"

ever. the fIrm conducts extens.ve labora
tory pretests to determine germination
rates and other results of a given
reclamation strategy. A computer model
calculates per-plant costs of varrous
deSign alternatives

Another prinCipal company emphaSIS
IS agriculture - the development of more
stress tolerant. thus higher Yielding.
crops

For Instance. the company IS stucymq
use of protoplast tusioo - removal of [he
cell walls enabling two cells [Q merge
Researchers want to JOin the Idaho
russet potato With a strain of Wild
potatoes that IS naturally res.stant to a
pest called the 'leaf hopper--

If the rusicn !s successful. the resulting
plant Will have both the edible qualities
of the russet potato and the leaf hopper
res.srance of the Wild potato. explains
Dr William Hugh Bollinger. Narlve
Plants' vice pres.oenr and coordinator of

Like any good company, Native
Plants Inc looks for common sense,
economical solutions to Its customers'
problems, But Native Plants- to a degree
matched by few companies -IS finding
those solutions on the frontier where
technology and baSIC science meet.

That approach to the b.crecrmorooy
ousmess reflects Native Plants' history.
The company was launched by baSIC
SCientists. Later, a bus.ness consulting
and venture capital company In Univer
sity Research Park took a strong Interest
In the firm.

This assoc.anoo helped Native
Plants to diversify, to bUild sales to
more than S4 million In 1982 and to
become one of the leading companies
of ItS type Internationally

Among the founders were Dr Clyde
Hill, professor of biology at the University
of Utah: G, Michael Alder, who had
received a master's degree from -the
University: and two Brigham Young Uni
versity biology faculty, Alder IS now
president of Native Plants,

The nrrn was established to find ways
of producmq commercrai quantities of
Western American native plants. such
as the famllar Utah Juniper tree, The
plants were to be used for reclamation,
landscaping or erosion control at and
Sites, Including mines, pipelines, dams and
along highways,

Founders believed native pianrs would
be far easier to establish and cheaper to
maintain In such locations than tradi
tional. Irrigated ronaqe. In fact. test results
show that the cost per plant for estao
lIshing rracmonai plants at arid Sites has.
been as high as S80, compared to S5 for
native plants.

in 1977. Resource Enterpr.ses Inc..
, one of the far' ,y of Terra Tek com
panies, made a major Investment that
helped Native Plants to expand ItS
administrative, laboratory and cu'trvanon
facilities and to begin apptyinq diverse
technologies,

Native Plants currently addresses
three market areas: agriculture, reciarna
tion and natural products, Now, how-

~
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Work of the Utah aomecca Test Lsoorarory's Industrial hygiene group Includes anarysts for free snca
uSing an x-ray diffractometer. UURI and Irs diVISions have a rorsr of over 100 research contracts

site plans. Final leases, which run for
40 years with an option for a 10-year
renewal, must be approved by the
University Institutional Council

Research Institute
420 Chlpeta Way
Salt Lake CIty. Utah 84108

Or. William S. Partridge. President

The UniverSity of Utah Research
Institute IS a University-controlled, but
financially separate. nonprofit corporation
set up to conduct applied research.

.It presently occupies more than
90.000 square feet of space In University
Research Park. The Institute has more
than 100 research contracts With
government agencies and private firms.
Revenues for 1982 totaled 17.5 million.

The Institute was esraonsnec In 1972
under state legISlatiOn that allows the
University to form nonprofit corpora
tions and foundations. It has a self
perpetuating. nine-member board of
directors. Board members presently
Include the University presioenr. three
UniverSIty vice presidents. the pres.cent
of the msntute and four cmzens.

The msnture employs about 150
persons. Including about 30 PhDs. It has
two dIVISIOns: the 'Utah Biomedical Test
Ing Laboratory and the Earth SCiences
Laboratory. It IS also conducting a
number of special projects that are not
assiqneo to a drvrsion.

The U8TL contracts mainly relate to
medicine, chemistry and engineering. It

tests medical oevrces, conducts small
animal research and has raonnes for
rnutaqenesrs and genetic studies. It also
makes chemical analyses and does work
In CIrCUit oes.qn. flUid oynarmcs and
marenais science. Another specialty IS
Industrial hygiene.

The Earth SCiences Laboratory does
field exploration for minerals and energy
sources. It also has contracts for geo
thermal research and for testing of
qeopnysrca: Instruments.

Present specra: projects Include
weather studies, remote sensinq and
cartography work. employment surveys.
and laser and optical fiber research,

Patent and Product Development
420 Chlpeta Way. Suite 170
Salt Lake City. Utah 84108

J. Winslow Young. DIrector

The Office of Patent and Product
Development directs UniverSity efforts to
transfer research developments mto
the private marketplace. It assures that
the Uruversrty 1$ compensated for. mno
vanons developed by Uruversuy

15
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Industrial support of faculty research
andeducationprograms 1$ an Impor
tantaspectof the academic program
at the Uruversrry of Utah. Private fund-
Ing currently representsapproximately
! 5 percentof the Uruversnys annual
560 million contract and grant totar.
Industrially supported research and
trainingprogramscomplement and
supplementfaculty efforts funded by
stateand federal aqenc.es and Intro
duce an Important flavor Into the
acadermc program.These effortsprove
parucuiany significant for educa-
uonalpurposes. as It 1$In the private
sectorthat mos~ graduatesn.cenrsspend
the rest of their careers.

Several aspects of Industrial funding
are refreShingly different from the
famllrar federal grants program.There
1$. for example, usuallyno formalpeer
review of proposals. and many fewer
requtanonsano restrictions areplaced
upon pnnopaunvest.qators In the:
pursuitof theirresearch. Also.fleXIble
arranqernentsbetween tnepnnopai

. .nvesnqatorarc the sponsorare
available to bettermatch theirmutual
mrerests. On theOther hand.It IS
often truethat the timing of awards
and research performancemust be
adjusted to match thesponsor's
requirements rather than the acacermc
calendar. Publicationof research

results andpatent rightsbecome
Important considerations.

In general. the formal research poli
cies for support by theprivatesector
at the Universityof Utah arethesame
as for grant andcontract funding by
federal agencies. These pol.cies and
procedures are oescr.oec In detaum
thePnnopal mvestiqatorsHandbook
Some soecrai concerns of faculty
members and potennalmdustnal
sponsors With regard to Industrial.
research programsarecoveredIn
Research for Industry. Also Included
arespeciftc examples of effectiveUni
versity/industry interactions. lnquines
regardingtrus rnatenat shouldbe
addressed to the Vice President
for Research. 304Park BUilding.
801/581-7236.

James J Brophy
. Vice Presrdent for Research
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University of Utah Research
Institute
Thecombined strengths of the Unl-.
vers.ryof Utah Research Institute
(UURI) and acaoern«;departments
arevery attractive to Industrial
sponsors SinceUURJ ISan Indepen
dent contract researchorganization.
It hasan administrative structure
familiar to Industrial executives and
1$ capable of organizing team research
efforts which can produce irrportar-t
directed research results. ThiS com
plements the typical acacermc
research effort With Itsmore free
ranging scope and educational tunc
[Ion Involving graduate students
Often, UURI can act as an orqaorza
uonat buffer between uruversuy and
Industry. particularly for multi-faceted.
continuing research efforts.'

Theadrrnrustranve machinery at
UURI provioes for promotion of the
project proposal and project opera
[Ion under the guidance of ajont
UnlverSlty-UURI recnorca: committee"
cornbmed with the research .expertrse
of both mstrtuncnsan'd the educa
tionat/trammq capabilities of the
UniverSity. In selected technical areas.
Significant support levelscan be
developed through participation of a
number of indiVidual corporations.
Ai[hough trusapproach IS primarily.

(T~

.,'~

ces.qned to attract IndusUial support
federal paruopatron In cooperative
Industrial!university acnvmesIS not
excluded. For additional Information,
contact William S, Partridge. pres.dent.
University of Utah Research tnsntote.
801/581-3000.

Utah Engineering
Experiment Station
The Utah Engineering Experiment
Station IUEESI was establishedIn
1909by the Utah StateLegislature to
serveasan Interface between campus
technical resourcesand Industries In

Utah. The UEES furnishesservices
suchas materials testing and evalua
tion of products, processes. equipment
and rnarenats through the technical
service laboratories established In
several acacerruc departments and
divrsrons. For further Information.
contact Gordon F Jensen. director.
Utah Englneellng Experiment Station,
801/581 -6348

Research Development Grants
Most Industrial researchefforts Involve
specinccommitments by the pnnopat
Investigator and the University. That IS,
In return for support funds, the pnn
cipatmvesnqator and the University
agree to undertake the program
cescnbed in the tecnrucai proposal
and deliver at leasta final summary
of results, 1(1 sornemstancegir rnay

&

prove more appropriate for a com
pany to provide general support In a
research area through an uncommit
ted development grant In such cases,
the corporation may consioer the
gram a charitable deduction for tax
purposes.and the grant funds may be
expended by the Prtncrpatlnvesnqator
Without regard to technical or budqet
ary considerations. Although there
can be no contractual commitment to
report the researchresults achieved
through a development grant. gen
erally the ormopai Investigator Will
report Informally what hasbeen
accompliShed With the grant funds.
Questions about whether any specific
activity should be considered a spon
sored researcheffort or a development
grant should be referred to RichardH.
Timpson. director. Office of Research
Administration. 80 1/581-3003. or J
Michael Mattsson. director of cevet
oprnent, 80 1/ 581-6823

5
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Chemical Structure of Coals
Standard 011Company of Indiana has
funded a University study concerned
with the chemical structure of coals
Solvents and catalysts are used to
oepotyrnenze the coals under mild tem
perature and pressure conditions. and
theproductsareseparatedand ana
lyzed by a combination of chemical
and spectral methods. ThiSprovides
Information on the structure of anginal
or only slightly modified components
of coals As part of the Initial 121 1000
contract. wrucn was extendedfor) 8
months at a level ofS228,753. the
pnnclpal1nvesngators have agreed
not to undertake any other research
project on the same subject dUring the
course of the agreement The project 1$

headea by Professor Joseph S, Shabtal.
Professors L.L Anderson. D M Bcduy
and R. J. Pugmire are co-prmopai
InvestI9ators

Wood Combustion In
. Spreader Stokers

Researcherl In the Chemical Engi
neering Departmem arerrymq to
develop abetter understandIng of
wood combustion and the assoc.areo
poJlutam formation In a wood-fired.
spreader-sroker combustion system.
Weyerhauser Company, which IS fund
Ing the study, receives monthly.
quarterly and yearly reports of prog
ress. The project Includes an exami
nation of born the rate of volatile
evoiunoo ano corroosnor- and the
torrnanon of gaseous ponurants and

particulates. mostly unburned wood
particles, Two graduate and two
undergraduate stud ems are assisting.
E.xlstlng furnace facilItIes In the depart
ment are being used for the 549.000
study

Orthopedic Implant Development
Orthopedic unplart manufacturers
arean Important source of funding for
the Orthopedic BJoenglneering
Laboratory. co-directed by H, K: Dunn.
MD. ,md A. U. Daniels. PhD. Within
the School of MediClne.lndustrIially
supported projects currenny InqJude
evaluat.on of the effect of new pone
plate cesiqns on fracture healing.
development of Implants for the correc
tlen of spinal deformities and Investiga
tion of ortnopedic applications for
degradable polymers. Recently ob
tained Industnal awards have ranged In
size from 5700 for supplies for a medical
student's summer project to 186.000
for a study InvolVing long-term animal
Implant expen~ents.

The laboratory has found srnarmcos
trial grants or contracts extremely
valuable. A current example IS a SIX
month project funded at I 14.000. a pilot
study that may lead to a larger project
If the results show promise. On the
academic srce.sccn short-term projects
are easily tailored to the schedules of
master's degree candidates or surgical
resicenrs Interested In a research
experience. The students assigned W
projects of rrus kmd are Involved In
wntlng frnal reports. which can usually
be turned Into graduate theses.

Clinical Pharmacology
,Amajor pharmaceutJcaJ firm has
recently underwritten the development
of the Abbott Research Center for the
development of new drugs. The center
IS under the cirecuon of Dr, Keith G.
Tolman and rus colleagues and cons.sts
of a 32-bed c!lnrcaJ research unit at
the University Medical Center The
center provrdes an environment In
which the company can sponsor con
fidential research on new drugs. and
acacermc freedom IS not compromised
because the company recognizes the
need for investigators to work In an
unrestricted Intellectual environment.
Toward rrns end the company provces
an unrestr.creo research grant to the
Investigators to carry out the If own
research and also gives the University
publishing nqnts to all of the data
generated at the center. In return. the
company benefits from high-quality
clinical trials conducted on ItS drugs
and retams patent and Invention
rights. An Important benefit of this
reranonsruo has been the awarding of
new contracts to numerous other _
faculty members to study drug metab
olism and mechanisms of drug tOXIC~

try. The urut is available for other Urnver
s.ry research about 70 percent of the
time, Furthermore, the company
sponsors an eoucanona: program In
drug development for pharmacy stu
dents and funds two post-doctoral
fellowships In clinical pharmacology

;
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of ores and carried out test grinding
of cuprrc oxide. The UEES provides
easyaccess to the full scope of the
Umvers.tys analytical and testservices.

Synthetic Fuels
Mobil Research and Development
Corporation annuallypresents a nnan
Cialgift to the College of Mines and
Minerai Industries for the general
supportof research andeducational
act.vmes. The grant1$presented
through the University Development
Office to Dr. Alex G Oblad. crsnn
gUished professor of metallurgy and
fuelS engineering. The funds are
Invested In the college's diverse
research effort In the recovery and
upgrading of synthetic fuels from
coal. oil shale and tar sands. The Uni
versity. In turn. keeps the sponsor
Informed of progress In the research
effort

Minerals Beneficiation
Three prominent researchers In (he
College of Mines and Minerai Indus
tnes share a's i 0.000 grant from the
Exxon·EducaHon Fcuncanon Protes
sors Milton E. Wadswonh, Jan D.
Miller and John J Herbst are con
dU((lng work In minerals oenenoanon
The grant was made through the
University Development Office on
the recommendation ofExxon Research
and Enqmeermq Company. The re
searchers subrrut an annual progress
report and Inform (he rouocanon of any
problems or obstacles that may anse
The foundation also IS acvised of any
needed changes In the actual con-
duct of the project

Funds are accepted by the University
on behalf of a pnnCJpallnvesngawr
co pursue a research program In
accordance WI(h a forma! agreement
between the University and the Indus
tnal sponsor. ThiSagreement Incorpo
rates the technical proposal prepared
by (he pnnopattnvest.qator. a cost
budget and commitments of the
University In return for research
support.

The Standard Research Agreement IS
shown In the appendrx The Office of
Research Acrmrustranon can negotiate
modifications (Q trus agreement sug
gested by the sponsor and pertinent
to a soecinc research effort. Ques-
tions should be directed to Richard H
Timpson. director, Office of Research
Administration. 80 I /581-3003.

Proposal Preparation
Usually the proposal IS prepared rot
lOWing communication with the
potennal sponsor. Thetechnrcal
proposal may consrst of only a few
page cescripnon of the general scope
of the research, estimated duranon
of the program and level of personnel
annooarec.BrevityIS usually oesrrabte.
Since the proposal will probably not
be subjected (Q a peer. review process.
However. evidence of past research
accornpusnments as contamedIn
cumcuiurn vita or pertinent reprints
IS very Important. Most Industrial
sponsors also arevery Interested In
graduate student partrcipauon

It IS appropriate ro share a draft of
the technical proposal With the
potential sponsor on an Informal
baSIS In order to adjust the program
to the sponsors requirernents. Subse
quently. the final draft IS submitted
formally by the Office of Research
Administration together with the
budget and Research Agreement No
proposal can be submitted Without
the approval of me prinCipal Investi
gator. department chairperson and
dean Indicated on the OffiCial Docu
ment Summary Sheet forwarded (Q

the Office of ResearCh Administration

Budget Proposal
It IS usually unnecessary to Include a
detailed cost breakdown In the
budget proposal. Often the follOWing
categories sutnce:

Personnel
Equromenr and Supplies
Capital Equipment
Miscellaneous

In developing the total budget now
ever, It IS Important to prepare a
detailed estimate WIth the acvrce and
approval of the Office of Research
Acrmn-stranonTrus assures that all
direct and Indirect costs areIncluded
and obviatesthe poss.burty of an

9
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AppendIx

Standard Research Agreement

This contract IS entered into between the , hereinafter
referred to as the Sponsor. and the UniverSity of Utah, an insutunon of higher education of the state of Utah, located
at SaltLakeCity, Utah 84112, hereinafter referred to asthe Umversiry.

Whereas the Sponsor oesres research services In accordance With the scope of work outlined Within this agreement and

Whereas the performance of such research IS consistent compatible and beneficial to the acaderruc role and rrussron
of the University as an Institution of higher educanon and. In consideration of the mutual premises and covenants
contained herein theparties hereto agree as follows:

Article I - Scopeof Work

Universny agrees to perform for the Sponsor theresearch activities described in Attachment A hereto. under thedirection
and supervrstcn of , principal mvesnqatorlsl.

ArtiCle II - Contract Perle.

ThIS contract shall become effective on and shall be completed on
__________________ unless SUbsequent time extension. supplement. acdinon. continuation or
renewal ISmutuaJly agreed uponinwriting between theparties.

Article III - Compensation

Sponsor agrees to reimburse the University for services performed under this agreement in the amount of
S In accordance With the budget Itemized In Attachment 8 and to provide payment In
accordance With the follOWing schedule:

Monthly billings or other schedule,

Article IV - Reporting ReqUirements

unversty will provide reports on the progress of the research as outlined or requrred :n the Scope of Work or as
cesrqnated asfallows:

A final report Will be furnished at the completion of the contract period.

Article V - Publication and Confidentiality

Uruvers.ry. as a state institution of higher education. engages only In research that IS compatible. consistent and benefiCial
to ItS acadernrc role and mission "and therefore SignifiCant results of research activities must be reasonably available for
puoncanon. The uruvers.ty agrees, however. fora period not to exceed Six 161 months touowmq completion of the
project that" Will obtain Sponsor approval prior to publication, which approval Will not be unreasonably Withheld by

. Sponsor. UillVerSityagrees to keep confidential any Sponsor proprietary information supplied to It by Sponsor dUring the
course of research performed by the University. and such information wJlI not be Included In any published material"
without prior approval by Sponsor.

Article VI - Equprnent

Specral equipment purchases under the terms of this agreement become the property of the uruversrty unless otherwse
speoneo herein

Article VII - Indemnification

Each party hereto agrees to be responsibre and assume liability for Its own wrongful or negligent acts or orrussrons,
or those of Its officers, agents or employees to the fUll extent reqUifed by law, and agrees to hold the other party
harmless from any SUCh liability. UniverSity IS an Institution of higher education of the state of Utah and IS bound by the II
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Research for
Industry Photographs
The photographic subjects provide a
view of the breadth of research con
ducted in SCience, engineering and
medrone at the UnIversity of Utah.
Fundingof these Investigations from
government, Industry and private
sources totals more than 560 million
annually. These photographsportray
the remarkableresults that can be
achieved in the climate of Innovation
present at the University. Theyprovide
asampling of the manydynamiC re
search effortsof the Unlverslty·s faculty
andaffilIateresearch orcamzanons.
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TO:

FROM:
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Deans, Department Chairmen, Departmental Administrators, Faculty

Thomas H. MOS-~
Director of R~ Administration

Guidelines for Research Agreements ~ith

Commercial or Industrial Sponsors

As we are all aware, the University is constantly seeking to
broaden and diversify its research support. The Objectives for the Univer
sity, 1980-1985 specifically acknowledges our position as a research-oriented
institution, and cites enhancement of that position as a key objective.
Research support is crucial to allowing our teaching staff to reach the
Faculty Handbook standards of scholarship and to contribute to the body of
knowledge in their chosen fields. It is also vital to broadening the educa
tional horizons and insight of our students •.

As part of efforts to maintain and enhance the vitality of our
research, we have been seeking industrial support for research activities in
those areas where a natural match of interests is evident. Because we have
·been anxious to avoid compromise of the University's basic goals of education
and open scholarship, and because arrangements with commercial sponsors. are
less familiar than those involved in ordinary federal grant support, some of
the details of such research agreements have seemed to present formidable
negotiating barriers. The un~amiliarity and complexity have tended to delay
decisions and have inhibited formation of these relationships even.when many
factors point to benefits for both the University and commercial partner.
The attached Guidelines are designed to help remove that inhibition and to
indicate clearly what arrangements .are normally acceptable and simple to im-

. plement in our environment.

The Guidelines are based on experience on the CWRU campus and at
many other universities where there have now been enough cases of this sore
to see a reasonable range of consensus on the key issues. They incorporate
concerns of the University legal office, administrative staff, Faculty Senate
Research Committee, and many individual Deans and Faculty members. We have
found approaches within this consensus to be generally acceptable to all,
even though some might have originally entered the discussions with·a quite
different set of expectations.

Office of Research Admini§tro_tipl1
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The key issues commonly arising are listed on the attachment, with
a brief outline of typical considerations determining the University's posi
tion in specific cases. This is intended to show examples of how we can handle
these issues in an acceptable and prompt fashion. It is important to recognize,
though, that there is no single or automatic "model agreement" that can cover
even a majority of cases. We have found that there are inevitably a number of
specific points unique to the technology, sponsor, or researchers which must
be negotiated individually in each case. The Office of .Research Administration
will prOVide consultation on these, and participate in negotiations, to aid
in reaching agreement efficiently.

The general guidelines listed below are best used in defining the
tone of initial contacts between commercial sponsors and university researchers,
with commitments being avoided until all parties can discuss and review specific
terms. The last page, "Outline of Agreement Essentials", is designed to hand
out to orospective sponsors for their information on our practice. The other
pages are to assist in forming our negotiating position and are not intended for
distribution to potential sponsors.

In certain cases specific arrangements di~fering widely from these
guidelines may turn· out to be appropriate. However, these will probably require
special discussion with Department Chairmen, Deans, or University Administration.
In contrast, agreements within the guidelines are well within existing precedent,
and should be acceptable with minimal justification or delay. The Guidelines
are designed for arrangements in which the University itself is a party. They
thus do not affect individual consulting agreements which are governed by
existing departmental and school policies.

I hope you will call these guidelines to the attention of faculty in
your schools and departments as you see appropriate. We will also mention their
availability in Research News, and copies will be available at the Office of
Research Administration. New kinds of issues and opportunities will constantly
arise as we gain more experience with these research agreements, and I will
welcome at any time your advice on refining our practices.
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February 1, 1983

GUIDELINES FOR KEY ISSUES IN,INDUSTRY-UKIVERSITY

RESEARCH AGREEMENTS

Patent Rights: Rights to patents and copyrights stemming from faculty or staff
research sponsored by an outside organization are negotiated as appropriate for
the specific case. The inventor, outside sponsor, and a representative of the
University should be parties to reaching an agreement on this issue before for
mal joint projects are begun. In accordance with Faculty Handbook policy, the
inventor is in any case entitled to 50% of the net income received by the Univer
sity in the form of royalties or other earnings on inventions.

Generally the University will give up its'right to o~~ership of such patents
only with reluctance, but there are cases where it may be reasonable to convey
ownership of patents to outside sponsors or the inventor. In many other cases
exclusive or non-exclusive licensing arrangements may be a better course. Ex
amples of circumstances where the University might' convey patent ownership
include:

1) The research has a narrowly focused application, and a single com
mercial partner is' able to commit to develop actively, and to pay
royalties for the technology, in all potential "areas of use.

2) The patents arising from the research are likely to be contested,
and legal resources beyond the University's are going to be needed
to combat infringement.

3) The chance of obtaining royalty-generating patents from the research
is remote, so that the University could not justify investing its
limited funds to obtain the patents.

4) The commercial partner is Willing to enter into a compensation com
mitment or other agreement that is fully competitive with what the
University might realize by any other approach. A commitment by the
industrial partner to pay royalties on any commercial application of
patents conveyed allows the University to share in any unforeseen
benefits of the patent, and this makes transfer of patent ownership
a less serious gamble.

Examples of where the University would want to retain ownership of patents include:

1) The possible applications are broader than the areas of interest or
expertise of the commercial partners; exclusive or non~exclusive

license in a specified field of use would be a preferred approach.

2) The University holds or expects to develop related patents, and
must be careful not to encumber or limit their potential by losing
ownership of one component.

3) Proposed royalties are not competitive with reasonably foreseeable
alternatives.

~) Confidentiality of Research Results: As an open institution dedicated to
building and disseminating knowledge, the University seeks to minimize its
obligations to maintain confidentiality of research results. However, we
recognize the need to allow commercial partners to benefit from their research,
investments including ownership of ,patents or proprietary information and
research results. Examples of reasonable approach are:



1) 90 day to 12 month delays on publications to allow a sponsor to iden-
tify patent opportunities or inadvertent disclosure of proprietary
information. The need for graduate students to submit theses for degree
requirements should be particularly protected, however. Graduate students
should be' made aware of any confidentiality agreements in a project
before associating their thesis work with it, and arrangements for
rapid or preliminary screening of thesis material must be made with the
outside sponsor so that no delays are encountered in award of degrees.

2) "Best Efforts" to avoid inadvertent disclosure of proprietary
information to outside parties.

Examples of commitments the University will seek to avo Ld are:

1) Lengthy delays of publication or indefinite confidentiality
obligations, or granting to outside sponsors unspecified absolute
approval rights for publication.

2) Any publication restrictions which would delay graduate students
degrees or limit future career opportunities for graduate students.

3) Requirements that graduate students or employees enter into separate
individual agreements with outside sponsors to maintain confidentiality.
A better approach, which is usually acceptable to sponsors, is for
students and employees to sign a statement for the record that they
have read and understand the terms of the University-Outside Sponsor
Agreement; and agree to comply with its terms.

4) Formal or physical security arrangements which are incompatible
with the maintenance of an open and fertile intellectual atmosphere
on campus.

C) Indirect Costs: The University regards the federally audited indirect cost
rate as a minimum realistic estimate of true indirect costs. The federal rate
is designed to reflect required cost sharing by the University in actual indirect
costs, and it explicity excludes amortization of capital or infrastructure costs
or investment in development for the future. Indirect cost rates must then be
carefully negotiated; rates should rarely fall below the normal campus rate, and
then only when it is recognized that the true cost will have to be absorbed in
another fashion.

~) Third Party Involvement: It has normally worked best for the University to
deal directly with developers proposing to manufacture and market our technology,
as opposed to' those interested in seeking future sublicensing' agreements' to
which the University would not be a party. Control of use of the University's

'name and reputation is much more clearly guaranteed in this manner.

~) Use of the University's Name: Many commercial patent developers are very eager
to associate the University's name with marketing efforts for a product or
technology. This needs to be negotiated ~ith care, insuring especially prior
University approval of any advertising material.

!) Duration of the Agreement: ~ecause of the ,changing nature of faculty interests
and student participation, we should avoid open-ended or very long-term commit

'ments which might be difficult for the University to fulfill.
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BASIC CLAUSES FOR UNIVERSITY - INDUSTRY CONTRACTS

.!) "Hold harmless" from liability cLause :

The UNIVERSITY agrees to idemnify and hold (name of corporation)
harmless from any liability for damages, or claims for damages, including
legal expenses, of Yhatsoever nature arising from the performance of this
AGREEMENT. (Name of corporation) agrees to idemnify and hold the
UNIVERSITY harmless from any liability for damages or· claims for damages,
including legal expenses, of yhatsoever nature arising from the perform
ance of this agreement or (name of corporation's) use of technology
resulting from it.

~) "Ohio Lays" clause:

This AGREEMENT shall be construed, interpreted and applied in
accordance yith the lays of the State of Ohio.

~) "Entire Understanding" clause:

This AGREEMENT sets forth the entire understanding betyeen the parties
as to the subject matter of the AGREEMENT. Any Amendment to this AGREEMENT.
shall be in writing signed by the parties.

4) "University royalty-free use" clause: (n1¥"e of corporation) agrees to alloy
the University royalty-free use for on-campus research and development of any
technology to yhich it has acq»ired in this agreement.

l) "Notices" clause:

All notices to the UNIVERSITY »nder this AGREEMENT shall be in writing
and sent to:

Director
Office of Research- Administration
Case Western Reserve University
2040 Adelbert Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

All notices to (name of corporation) under this AGREEMENT shal~ be in
writing and sent to:

-3-



INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY JOINT RESEARCH PROJECTS

OUTLINE OF AGREEMENT ESSENTIALS

1) The University agrees to a research program described as an attachment

a) Starting and ending dates are designated.

b) The commercial partner agrees to a funding level and schedule.

2) The ownership and/or licensing rights to patents arising directly
from the research are designated.

a) The duration of licensing or other commitments are specified.

b) Royalties and commercial partner commitment to active develop
ing and marketing are specified.

c) The terms of third party licensing are specified.

d) Options for first refusal of patent and/or licensing rights
to unpLarmed ,technological developments .are specified.

e) The University is given royalty-free use of the technology
for further on-campus research and development.

3) Obligations are specified concerning the exchange or confidentiality of
information shared as part of the project.

4) Use of the University's name is protected.

5) Rights to terminate the project are specified, for both parties.

6) Parties agree to hold each other harmless from any liability
arising from the research project or the developed 'technology.

7) The agreement is specified to reflect the full understanding of the
parties, and to be interpreted under the laws of the State of Ohio.

-4-
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February 1, 1983 -

CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY

GUIDELINES FOR KEY ISSUES IN INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AGREEMENTS

Pa"en" Rights: Rights "0 patents and copyrigh"s s"emming from faculty or staff
research sponsored by an ou"side organi~ation are negotiated as appropriate for
"he specific case. The inven"or, outside sponsor, and a representative of the
University should be par"ies "0 reaching an agreement on this issue before for
mal joint projects are begun. In accordance with·Faculty Handbook policy, "he
inventor is in any case entitled to 50% of the net income received by "he Univer
sity in the form of royal"ies or other earnings on inventions.

Generally the University will give up its right to o~ership of such patents
only with reluc"ance, but "here are cases where it may be reasonable to convey
ownership of patents to ou"side sponsors or the inventor. In many other cases
exclusive or non-exclusive licensing arrangements may be a better course. Ex
amples of circums"ances where the University might convey patent ownership
include:

1) The research has a narrowly focused application, and a single com
mercial partner is able to commit to develop actively, and "0 pay
royalties for the "echnology, in all po"ential areas of use.

2) The patents arising from the research are likely to be contested,
and legal resources beyond "he University's are going to be needed
to combat infringemen",

3) The chance of ob"aining royal"y-generating patents from the research
is remote, so "hat the University could not justify inves"ing its
limi"ed funds to obtain the paten"s.

4) The coumercial partner is Willing to enter into a compensation com
mitment or other agreement that is fully competitive with what the
University might realize by any other approach. A commitment by the
industrial partner to pay royalties on any commercial application of

_ patents conveyed allows the University to share in any unforeseen
-benefits of the patent, and this makes transfer of patent ownership
a less serious gamble.

Examples of where the University would want to retain ownership of patents include:

1) The possible applications are broader than the areas of interest or
- expertise of the commercial partners; exclusive or non-exclusive

license in a specified field of use would be a preferred approach.

'2) The University holds or expects to develop related patents, and
must be careful not -to encumber or limit their potential by-losing
ownership of one component.

3) proposed royalties are not competitive with reasonably foreseeable
alternatives.

B) Confidentiality of Research Results: As an open institution dedicated to
building and disseminating knowledge, the University seeks to minimi~e its
obligations to maintain confidentiality of research results. However, we
recognize the need to allOW commercial partners to benefit from their research
investments including ownership of patents or proprietary information and

---,-- ~. ~p~sonable approach are:
- -------------- -------
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BASIC CLAUSES FOR UNIVERSITY - INDUSTRY CONTRACTS

1) "Hold harmless" from liability clause:

The UNIVERSITY agrees to idemnify and hold (name of corporation)
harmless from any liability for damages, or claims for damages, including
legal expenses, of ~hatsoever nature arising from the performance of this
AGREEMENT. (Name of corporation) agrees to idemnify and hold the
UNIVERSITY harmless from any liability for damages or claims for damages,
including legal expenses, of ~hatsoever nature arising from the perform
ance of this agreement or (name of corporation's) use of technology
resulting from it ...

1) "Ohio La~s" clause:

This AGREEMENT shall be construed, interpreted and applied in
accordance ~ith the la~s of the State of Ohio.

3) "Entire Unders tanding" clause:

This AGREL~NT sets forth the entire understanding between the parties
as to the subject matter of the AGRE~7. Any Amendment to this AGREEMENT
shall be in writing signed by the parties.

4) "Universitv royalty-free use" clause: (name of corporation) agrees to allo',
- the University royalty-free use for on-campus research and development of any

technology to which it has acquired in this agreement .

.2) "Notices" clause:

All notices to the UNIVERSITY under this AGREEMEh7 shall be in writing
and sent to:

Director
Office of Research Administration
Case Western Reserve University
2040 Adelbert Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

·All notices to (name' of corporation) under this AGREEMEh7 shall be in
~riting and sent to:

-3-
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DRAFT

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING CWRU PARTICIPATION IN BUSINESS VENTURES

BASED ON UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY

In addition to licensing research results for commercial development,
there is considerable interest in technology transfer mechanisms in which the
University and involved faculty members would participate in start-up business
ventures. There are clearly cases where such mechanisms have real benefits
relative to simple technology licensing. These include:

1) Allowing students and faculty to be more closely and continually
associated with the advanced development and application of technologies arising
from their research. This can satisfy the creative urge to see ideas through
to reality, as well as serve as a stimulus for new research directions.

2) Increasing the probability that the technology will be
developed locally to the benefit of the regional economy;

3) Increasing the magnitude of possible financial rewards to both
faculty and the University. This can occur if the University accepts equity
participation and thus a share in the full increase in value of the growing
venture. as opposed to only a royalty percentage of its sales.

4) Increasing the probability that the technology will be in-
tensively developed to full application and full benefit to the public.

However. since the University remains
ship as its highest priority goals. there are
involvement in start-up commercial ventures.

conmf t tsd to teaching and scholar
clearly some risks arising from
These include:

1) Possible conflict of interest in University or faculty actions.
in which measures to insure success of the venture could come in conflict with
the best interests of tne teaching and over-all research goals of faculty or
University.

2) Risks to the integrity of the University's name through
association with the commercial goals of the venture.

3) Distraction of administrative or faculty time and energy
. from attention to the primary goals of the University. .

To insure that such risks are minimized. while allowing full realization
of possible benefits, the following principles will be followed in negotiations
for University participation in such start-up ventures:

1) The University's equity participation will be held by OleAR or
its successor for-profit technology development corporation. The management
and responsibilities of that participation will be carried out by the management
of the development corporation. under the supervision of a Board appointed by
the University in its role as controlling stock owner.
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2) The University and faculty members will not accept a board
membership or participate in any way in business decisions of the start-up
venture. The role of faculty members will be governed by the guidelines drawn
up by the Faculty Senate for faculty equity participation in start-up ventures.
Time commitments will be governed by the one day/week consultant rule.

3) The University will not risk its own capital or allow financial
needs of the start-up to interfere with channels for financial support of other
university activities.

4) The University will make its facilities available to the start-up
only for research and development purposes under the same general terms used for
all industry supported research (see Guidelines for Industry-University Research
Agreements attached). Access to university space or facilities will be fully
compensated by equity or royalty participation as in standard industry/university
agreements. Development activities on a scale which would disrupt normal campus
research or educational programs will be transferred to suitable off-campus
locations such as University Circle Research Center.

5) The University's name will be used by the Venture only if the
case is reviewed and found acceptable by the Office of Research Administration.

6) The rights to technology granted to the start-up will be re-
coverable by the University in the event of non-performance as defined in a
written agreement.

Under these guidelines, a typical start-up venture might then take the
fo11 owi ng form:

1) University grants rights to facility-developed technology
to a start-up venture, which supports advanced research and development on
campus under normal industry-university research agreement guidelines.

2) The venture will be organized, managed, and seek financing by
an entrepreneurial team not including university officials or faculty.

3) The faculty member may be involved in the start-up as "chief
scientist" or a similar position, but not in a business or financial management
role. The faculty member may invest in the venture at his discretion. The
University will not accept a financial or business management role, nor will
it invest in the venture.

4) University receives equity participation in ownership of the
venture instead of norma 1 royalty returns. Uni versity spl its thi s benefi t wi th .
the faculty researcher(s) as it would with royalty income.

5) When commercially-oriented development activities supported" by the
start-up reach a scale where they are disruptive to normal educational and
research programs. they will "naY~ to an off-campus location.

(l ,~ to.
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CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY· CLEVELAND. OHIO 44106

January 17. 1984

TO: Faculty Senate Committee on Research

FROM: Thomas H. Moss
Director of Research Administration

RE: Proposed Guidelines for Faculty Equity Participation in Ventures
Utilizing University Technology

With the help of this Committee and the Faculty Senate. we developed
guidelines last year for university/industry interactions (attached). These have
greatly assisted in negotiating issues such as confidentiality limitations and
patent licensing in contracts with industrial sponsors of research.

However. another class of issues is beginning to emerge. This is the
case where a small business venture is to be created. built principally around
technology derived from faculty University research. In this situation. the
faculty member may want a continuing role in the technology development. and both
the faculty member and University may be offered substantial equity participation
in return for proprietary rights. In a typical case. the small corporation may want
to support the faculty member's research on campus to bring the technology to full
development. while at the same time it begins business activities such as seeking
financing. establishing markets and building production capability.

This scenario has been extremely successful in transferring new ideas to
commercial application on some campuses. It provides a special channel of intel
lectual satisfaction for the faculty member in seeing research results converted
to practical fruition, and can provide much greater financial benefits to both
faculty member and university than can simple licensing agreements. However. it
presents a special conflict of interest problem: there is a potential that a
faculty member could be in a position of influencing both sides of a company
university negotiation on technology transfer and conditions of research
support. That is. a faculty member in his faculty role would potentially be able
to affect university decisions or practices which would benefit himself in his other

• role as major stakeholder in the company.

The attached guidelines represent an attempt to face this issue. They are
aimed at establishing a set of practices which maintain the integrity of the
University's primary role of education and scholarship. and yet offer the faculty
both the intellectual challenge of participating in technology-based start-up
business ventures. and a share of financial rewards through equity participation in
the business. It is derived from the general CWRU technology transfer practices
expressed in its Guidelines for Industry-University Research Agreements. coupled
with a review of ideas from other major universities. the Parajo Dunes Conference.
a recent American Civil Liberties Union statement. and other material.
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With the assistance of Research Committee ideas and advice, I believe
the concept can be made fully defensible to outside scrutiny. The technology
transfer for which it provides incentive and workable groundrules can provide
great benefit to the public as a whole and will be recognized as an important
contribution to regional economic well-being.
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Proposed Guidelines

1) Avoiding Conflict of Interest:

To provide an incentive for transfer of university technology to useful
applications through new venture start-ups. and to provide an additional channel
for creative faculty activity, faculty members are not prohibited from having sub
stantial equity in companies developing University technology. However. the
following conditions will apply:

a) All University agreements with such companies must be on a basis
which provides no more favorable treatment to them than is normally
given to any other company in similar circumstances. Faculty members
should not attempt to influence the University to provide favorable
terms or to allow the use of University resources to the special
advantage of companies in which they have a role and a substantial
financial interest.

b) All such agreements will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis by
the normal sequence of Department Chairman. Dean. and Office of Research
Administration for conformity with the standard University Guidelines
for Industry-University Research Agreements and other practices.
Special attention will be paid to any provisions which might cause the
appearance or reality of preferential treatment to the company based
on conflict of interest or the prospect of faculty financial gain from
the arrangement.

c) If a faculty member is involved in university research or
development which is supported by or for the benefit of a company
in which he has substantial equity or leadership position. the con
ditions and full details of that association must be fully disclosed
to Department Chairman, Dean. and Director of Research Administration.

d) A faculty member with a substantial equity role in a company'
supporting his research must not be an officer or board member of
such a company. or be authorized to make binding decisions for it.
He may be a technical advisor. or consultant in determining its
technical strategy. His time commitment must conform to normal

'. university practices on outside activities. and his role must not
affect his primary allegiance to his position as university faculty
member, or distort his jUdgment in directing his research or teaching
activities. or relationships to colleagues or students.

e) Department Chairmen. Division heads. Deans. or other faculty
in leadership and supervisory positions may be required to accept
additional limitations on a case-by-case basis on their roles in
companies supporting or having rights to university research; These
limitations will be designed to insure that such faculty are not in a
position to influence students. staff. or other faculty members to
channel efforts to the special benefit of the company in which the
influential faculty member has a substantial equity or leadership
position.
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2) University-Faculty Sharing of Equity Benefits Based on University Research:

a) University policy as stated in the Faculty Handbook provides that
faculty should share equally in net University income from "royalty payments
or other earnings on inventions". This equal sharing principle will also
be adhered to when the financial benefits from giving rights to technology
are in the form of equity participation in a company. However, it should
be noted, because of the complexity of business start-up arrangements, that
the precise division of benefits will have to be negotiated on a case-by
case basis. Faculty members or the University might invest their own funds
or commit other resources to such a venture which could affect their
appropriate equity share over and above that determined by their grant of
proprietary rights to the venture.
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February 19, 1985

FROM: Robert M. Rosenzweig

This report, "University Policies on Conflict of
Interest and Delsy of Publication", is the first written
report of the Association of American Universities' Clearinghouse
on University-Industry Relations.

The Clearinghouse was established in 1983 with the help
of a grant from the Pew Memorial Trust, to provide all
interested parties with information about the policies and practices
governing the growing connections between universities and indus
try. The simple assumption underlying the project is that the
availability of knowledge about how others have handled problems
will help those who are confronting those same problems to avoid
mistakes. The large number of requests to the Clearinghouse for
information about the experience of others supports that
assumption.

The present report answers the two most commonly expressed
concerns about the growth of these new relationships: Are uni
versities alert to the potential for conflict of interest and
diversion of faculty effort that is inherent in working with
business; and have universities addressed the potential threat
to the openness of scientific communication that attaches to
proprietary interests?

Without attempting to assess the adequacy or effectiveness
of institutional policies in these areas, it is clear that
neither has lacked for attention. The existence of policy is
virtually universal, and most of it is recent enough to have been
formulated in the light of experience with industry. Those two
facts, alone, are reassuring.

Reports on other topics will be forthcoming in the months
ahead. In the meantime, the Clearinghouse exists as a resource
for all who may be interested in the subject.

Suite 710 • One IhJIxmt Cirde • Washington, DC 20016 • 2021466·5010
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PART I-INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose ~ ih& Report

The purpose of this report Is to discuss the results of the first

university survey conducted by the Clearinghouse on Unlverslty

Industry Relations. The subject matter of the request was

conflict of Interest and delay of publication policies of

universities engaging In collaborative research efforts with

business. The principal focus of the report Is not the form of

the collaboration but rather how the Institutions have prepared

for and managed the constraints of entering Into such ventures.

The Clearinghouse appreciates the willingness of all respondents

to participate In the survey, particularly those who provided

copies of policies and supplemental materials.

B. Background: Ih§ Growth ~ University-Industry Collaborative

Research

The federal government provides most of the support for basic

research at universities. Only a small percentage of university

research Is sponsored by corporations. There continues to be a

great deal of rei Iance upon corporate ph II anthropy, but

Increasingly, universities and Industry are establishing

collaborative research relationships, more like partnerships.

These relationships are based on a qMl~ ~£Q qMQ: the c?rporate

sponsor provides financial support of specific research In
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exchange for certain rights to use the results or to maintain an

exclusive relationship with the research activity.

Collaborative arrangements have flourished because competItion

has Increased I n recent years, I ncreasl ng the pressure on

Industry to develop new technologIes and be at the forefront of

Innovation. Concurrently, unIversity and Industry scIentIsts fInd

their work more closely linked as the boundaries between "basic"

and "applied" research become blurred, especially In areas of new

technologies. In general, unIversitIes find that research

collaboration with Industry meets their research needs wIthout

compromising fundamental academic principles. The university has

the benefit of research support, valuable research experience for

students, and broader research opportun I ties for facu I ty who

might otherwise be lured from the academic environment to

Industry.

Further, there Is growIng support for the Involvement of

universities In the technologIcal and scientific growth of the

busIness community. As the fourteenth annual report of the

National Science Board states, " ••• the InterdependencIes between

good scIence and good development have been long recognIzed, but

because of the changing character of the problems, more dIrect

research InteractIons between science and Industry are now

occurring." /1

Federal, state and local governments encourage unlverslty

Industry relations. State economic development programs and
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legislative Initiatives promote collaboration among government,

Industry, and universities. On the federal level, the National

Science Foundation funds start-up research centers In which

federal support Is phased-out as Industry sponsorship Is

estab I I shed. Other federa I agenc Ies, such as the Department of

Commerce, encourage universities to develop research

relationships with Industry. The National Academy of Sciences Is

sponsoring the Government-Unlverslty-Industry Research Roundtable

to "foster strong American science through effective working

relationships among government, universities, and Industry." /2

Generally, universities have been responsive to establishing

collaborative research arrangements with industry. The form of

the collaboration varies, even within a single university. The

most highly publicized arrangements are multi-year, multi-million

dollar projects between one university and one company. However,

there are many more programs In which several universities and

several corporations join to establ Ish a research center or

project In which the universities jointly undertake numerous

research tasks. Some Industries have formed non-profit

corporations or foundations to provide support for basic research

at universities.

Despite the growth of corporate support for university research,

such support Is not expected to provide more than a smal I

supplement to federal assistance. Even s~ many universities

welcome the additional commitment to research. Although the
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federal government's support for basic research Is strong, It Is

not always reliable. Most glaring Is the long absence of federal

funding to remodel and replace Inadequate research facilities and

Instrumentation.

C. Congressional Response ±g ~ Emerging Collaboratlye

Relationships And ~ Establishment Qf ihe Clearinghouse ~

Unlyerslty-Industry Relations

In light of these new collaborative relationships, It was not

overlooked that universities and Industry have missions that are

dl fferent, and in some cases, divergent. Policy-makers and

university administrators are concerned that university-industry

research relationships could damage the research enterprise.

Interested observers, Including members of Congress and the

press, have also expressed concern. Their fear Is that

universities engaged In these arrangements may compromise their

goals of free InqUiry and open dissemination of Ideas. The Re~QLi

Qi ih~ lln~~~~i~=in~~~iL~E~~~i~Qn~ fLQJe~i at the University of

California (1982) summarizes the concern of universities: to

provide diversity of research activities whl Ie preserving the

university's independence from undue Influence from a single

source. /3

In 1981, the Oversight Subcommittee of the House Committee

on Science and Technology asked the Association of American

Universities (AAU) to develop ethical guidelines to govern

university-Industry collaboration. That request stated, " ... the
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ethical dilemmas posed by the metamorphosis of our scientific

research force from educators to entrepreneurs have not been

resolved. Changes In research priorities, allocation of

resources, faculty-student and faculty-university relationships,

as well as diminishing scientific openness may soon be evolving

from a shifting value system." /4

A Committee on University-Industry Relations was formed by AAU to

respond to the Congressional request. The Committee determined

that uniform guidelines appeared unnecessary. However, It did

conclude that universities, Industry, Congress, and the public

would benefit greatly from the sharing of Information regarding

research collaboration. The responsibility for establishing a

clearinghouse for such Information was undertaken by the AAU.

Thus, the Clearinghouse on University-Industry Relations was

estab I Ished by AAU in September, 1983.

D. Ih§ Clearinghouse's Initial project: Establish An

Information Source AnA Conduct ~ StUdy ~ Conflict ~ Interest

AnA pelay ~ publication policies

Since the establishment of the Clearinghouse, university

administrators and Industry managers have expressed a great deal

of Interest In Information sharing. The Advisory Committee to the

Clearinghouse recommended how best to address that Interest. As a

result, the Clearinghouse now actively collects and disseminates

Information relating to university-Industry relations.
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The Clearinghouse also has establ ished a program of gathering

Information on a systematic basis from universities concerning

activities with Industrial sponsors of research. The first

request, made during the spring of 1984, focused on two specific

problem areas: confl let of Interest and delay of publication. The

request was made In writing to fifty-six universities. A detailed

description of the requested Information was provided to each

respondent (see Appendix A). The universities were asked to

provide copies of relevant documents and examples of cases that

arose at their campuses. The Information was reviewed and

analyzed in detail. In all, fifty-one universities responded.

Conf II ct of Interest and de Iay of pub I Ication are pol Icy Issues

that arise In almost every type of research arrangement with

Industry. Each focuses on a different aspect of the university's

policies with regard to the university and the faculty. Knowledge

about the content of the policies and practices and when and how

they are Implemented are Important tools for other Institutions

to use In evaluating their own activities. In addition, the

patterns of establishing pol l c l e s and procedures provides Insight

Into the extent to which universities have developed their own

structures and procedures for research coil aboratlon, and the

extent to which universities accommodate the Interests of business

entitles.
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PART II-CONFLICT OF INTEREST.POLICIES

A. Background

Universities rely on faculty to make decisions concerning the

appropriateness of research, both substantively and procedurally,

and to carry out the purposes and goals of the institution.

Overwhelmingly, this arrangement Is a success for faculty and the

institution. Nevertheless, there is not always a single view of

the appropriate balance between outside activities that enhance

the knowledge and experience of the faculty member, and his or

her commitment to the university.

The university itself must recognize Its goals and objectives for

faculty. At most universities, consulting and sponsored research

activities are encouraged. They provide Intellectual stimulation

and f I nanc I al support. The Ii ne I s drawn, however, when that

support becomes an Improper Influence over the faculty member and

as a result, university responsibilities are neglected or the

faculty member becomes biased In favor of industry's proprietary

goals.

Conflict of interest within a university can have two meanings.

First, conflict of Interest arises when the faculty member's

commitment to his or her responsibilities In the university are

not met as a result of outside activities. The conventional

solution to this conflict is to provide a polley which describes

9
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the faculty member's teaching, research, and administrative

duties, and limits outside research and consulting activities to

one day per week. Within the past twenty years, the Issue of

faculty consulting prompted many universities to develop such a

policy.

Second, conf I Ict of Interest ar Ises where a facu Ity member uses

Influence within the university to advance his or her own

personal gain. For example a faculty member could promote a

research relationship with an outside sponsor In which he or she

has an equity Interest, managerial role, or consulting

relationship. The university would be adversely affected If the

faculty member subordinated his or her university teaching and

research to the activities of the outside company or used

university facilities, equipment, and Instrumentation, or

graduate students for that purpose.

Of course, conf I Ict of Interest I s not a new prob Iem. In 1964,

the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) and the

American Counci I on Education (ACE) jointly issued a statement

entitled Dn fL~Y~nIln~ ~QfiiIIk± Qi InI~L~I In £Q~L~nI~

~~Qn~QL~ ~~bL~h bI Unl~~III~, which has been endorsed by

most research universities. The joint statement provides a

detailed discussion of conflict of Interest and encourages

Individual universities to establish procedures to address It.

According to the AAUP/ACE statement, conflicts may arise when a

faculty member undertakes or orients his or her university

10



research to serve the needs of a private firm, purchases

equipment from a firm In which the faculty member has an

Interest, transmits to a private firm otherwise unavailable

Information, Influences negotiation between the university and a

private firm with which the faculty member has a relationship, or

accepts gratuities or special favors from a private firm which

might be Interpreted as an attempt to Influence the recipient's

conduct of his or her duties.

The joint statement also addresses a faculty member's conflict of

commitment. It states that a researcher has a responsibility not

to mislead the sponsor of research or the university about the

amount of time and effort to be devoted to the research project.

Precise time accounting Is recommended.

With respect to the university's responsibilities, the AAUP/ACE

statement recommends that each university develop and disclose

Its accounting procedures, procedures to Inform the university

about the outs! de professional work of faculty members,

procedures to Inform faculty members about the standards relating

to conf I Ict of Interest, and the avail ab I I I ty of adv Ice and

gUidance to faculty members regarding potential conflicts.

The joint statement concludes,

The above process of disclosure and consultation Is
the obligation assumed by the university when It
accepts Government funds for research. The process
must, of course, be carr Ied out I n a manner that does
not Infringe on the legitimate freedoms and flexibility
of action of the university and Its staff members that
have traditionally characterized a university. It is

1 1
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desirable that standards and procedures of the kind
discussed be formulated and administered by members of
the university community themselves, through their
joint Initiative and responsibility, for It Is they who
are the best judges of the conditions which can most
effectively stimulate the search for knowledge and
preserve the requirements of academic freedom.
Experience Indicates that such standards and procedures
should be developed and specified by joint
administrative-faculty action. /5

B. Results ~ ih& Survey

As one might expect from the attention drawn to the problem by

the AAUP/ACE statement Issued over twenty years ago, most

universities in the sample have procedures within the university

to direct the Initiation and management of sponsored research.

Since the university must approve sponsored research projects,

the approval process Includes a review of the activity for

potential conflicts of Interest.

It Is not surprising that 46 of the respondents have established

written conflict of Interest policies which are appl icable to

business-sponsored research as well. Most have been revised in

the last five years (See Appendix B).

Twel ve con f Ilct policies (out of 22 public Institutions

responding) are based upon existing state law applicable to

public university employees. For example:

1. A university officer or employee Is forbidden to
participate In his/her official capacity with respect to any
transaction between the university and a business entity In
which the officer or employee has a substantial Interest.

2. A university officer or employee Is forbidden to
receive compensation (in addition to regular bUdgeted salary
or wages for service to the university) as a result of, or
In connection with, any transaction between the university
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and a business entity In which the officer or employee has a
substantial Interest.

3. A university officer or employee Is forbidden to
accept employment or engage In any business or professional
activity which he/she might reasonably expect would require
or Induce him or her to disclose confidential Information
acquired by reason of the officer or employee's university
position.

4. A university officer or employee Is forbidden to
disclose confidential Information acquired by reason of
his/her university position, or to use such Information for
his/her or another's gain or benefit.

5. A university officer or employee Is forbidden to
accept other employment which he/she might reasonably expect
would Impair his/her Independence of jUdgment In the
performance of university duties and responsibilities.

* * * *
7. A university officer or employee Is forbidden to

have personal Investments In any business entity which will
create a substantial conflict between his/her private
Interests and university duties. /6

The distinctions among the various policies on conflict of

Interest were less dramatic than one might expect. Appendix C

categorizes the principal focus of the various conflict policies.

The most significant difference among the policies was the

mechanism within the university for disclosure of outside

activities. One distinction lies In which party, university or

faculty member, Initiates the disclosure. Nineteen Institutions

provide for a faculty-Initiated disclosure when the faculty

member determines that a sponsored research arrangement to which

he or she I s a party may present a conf II ct. Many of these

policies J:.e.q.u.1J:.e a disclosure by the faculty member only If he or

she Intends to take an equity Interest or management position

with the sponsor entity.

13



For example, a typical policy statement In this category reads,

In part:

Responsibility for establishing that activities In business
ventures do not conflict with Institute commitments rests
first with the Faculty member. Further, on request from
cognizant Division Chairmen, the Provost, or the President,
the Faculty member shall make a full disclosure of all such
ventures Including the names of companies, the nature of
agreements, the r,esponslbilities assumed by the Faculty
member, and the time Involved. /7

Twenty-six universities have conflict of Interest policies that

provide a university-Initiated disclosure or annual report from

each faculty member, engaged In sponsored research or require

approval to be granted before the faculty member may undertake a

a consulting or sponsored research project. Many annual reporting

requirements were similar to the following:

D. Reporting.

All faculty members must report through their chairman to
both the Dean and the Office of Science and Technology
Development all outside professional activities at their
Inception and shal I amend these reports as circumstances
change ... Such reports shall Include consulting arrangements
as well as equity holdings, board memberships, managerial
positions, etc. In relevent organizations. /8

A summary of a sample financial disclosure procedure at a state

university further illustrates:

A. Principal Investigators disclose ~I~£ ~£ n~I they
have a financial Interest In the sponsor of a proposed
research project when funding In whole or In part is through
a contract or grant from a non-governmental entity;

B. Principal Investigators disclose .w.~I.hil£ ac n~I they
have a financial Interest In the donor of a gift when the
gift is from a non-governmental entity and is earmarked by
the donor for a specific principal Investigator or for a
specific research project;

14



C. Disclosure statements be fl led (1) before final
acceptance of such a contract, grant, or gl ft; (2) when
funding for such a contract or grant Is renewed; and (3)
within 90 days after expiration In the case of a contract or
grant, or after funds have been completely expended In the
case of a gift;

D. When disclosure Indicates that a financial Interest
exists, an Independent substantive review of the disclosure
statement and research project take place before the
contract, grant, or gift I s accepted; and

E. Department chairs disqualify themselves from approving a
research proposal for a project to be funded In whole or In
part by a non-governmental entity In which they have a
financial Interest.

Fall ure by a principal Investigator to make the requi red
disclosure or by a department chair to disqualify himself or
herself may result In state enforcement proceedings against
him or her as an Individual, as well as University
sanctions. /9

With regard to equity Interests and faculty managerial

Involvement in businesses providing research or development,

twenty-one institutions have developed specific policies to address

this Issue. None of the policies prohibited such activities.

Rather, the I nvol vement of a facu I ty member I n an outs I de

business Is recognized as a potential conflict of Interest and

commitment for the faculty member which should be disclosed to

and approved by the dean. Several state Institutions have

ceilings beyond which no faculty member may have an ownership

Interest In a company which does business with the university.

For example:

(e) No member of the faculty or academic staff or members of
their Immediate faml lies and no business In which they own
or contro I at I east 5% I nterest of the out stand I ng stock, or
at least 5% Interest In such business, or in which they are
an officer or director may enter Into any commercial
contract with the university unless the contract has been
awarded through a process of public notice and competitive
bidding under section 16.75( 1}, WIs. Stats., or unless the
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member of the faculty [or] academic staff Is not In a
position to approve or Influence the university's decision
to grant the contract. /10

Append I x D I I sts the respondents that have eq u I ty Interest

provisions In their conflict policies.

Many Institutions responded to the survey by providing

supplemental materials illustrating recent guidelines or

memoranda addressing confl let of Interest Issues directly related

to I ndustry-sponsored research. The follow I ng excerpt is an

example of one Institution's treatment of confl lets arising from

equity ownership and management participation In a commercial

entity:

1. f.lldl.clJLa.±l.Q.n .Qi '±.h~ .u.nl.ll.~s.li¥- .an.£! lis. .f.a-'..l.I.l.±¥- l.n
~.Qm~L~l.lll .QL~.nlZ.ll'±l.Q.ns..

The University, or a facuity member, may of course
I nvest, own stock or other eq u I ty I n a commerc I a I
enterprise. However, If the University and Its faculty holds
a controlling Interest, participates In the management or
the conduct of affairs of the commercial organization, or if
the work of the University and Its faculty is being funded
by the organization, conflicts of Interest are likely to
eXls~ and the matter should be referred to the Pol Icy
Committee.

Facu I ty members may own a control I I ng I nterest I n a
commercial enterprise, and may partIcipate In Its management
or conduct of af fa I rs, as long as such part I c I pat I on does
not Interfere with their ability to fulfill their University
commitments, and as long as the activity of the commercial
organization is not closely related to the area of the
faculty member's University research. If there Is a close
relationship between the two, the question should be
referred to the Pol Icy Committee. The University does not
participate In the management or conduct of affairs of a
commercial organization.

A faculty member may own significant stock or equity
In a commercial enterprise, but a conflict of Interest may
exist if the faculty member's University research Is closely
related to the activity of the enterprise, especially when
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the faculty member participates In management, In which case
the question should be referred to the Policy Committee.

* * * *
2. .E.lilldJ_~ .of ~.s.IUI.r:,l;.h ar, ,l;.QD..llJJ..c..t .of ~.s.ll<l.r:,l;.h .a1 1M

llnl~~11~ Q~ ,l;.Qmmerclal .organlz.a1l.on.s.

* * * *
If a faculty member has signifIcant stock or other

equity Interest In a commercIal corporation and/or
participates In the management or the conduct of Its
affairs, It Is not normally permissible for the University
and the faculty member to receive funding from that
organization for the faculty member's research at [this]
University. These rules apply with particular force when
faculty members In question hold administrative positions
which permit them significant control of space and other
resources at the University. /11

A few Institutions have policies relating to the protection of

graduate students. For example:

(4) STUDENT RESEARCH PROTECTION. A member of the
unclassified staff shall Inform students engaged In research
under his or her supervision of any financial Interest which
the unclassifIed staff member has In the research activity,
Including, but not limIted to, financial arrangements
Invloved In the direct support of the activity, agreements
made by the unclassified staff member to obtain data for the
research, or agreements concern I ng copyr Ight or patent
rights arising from the research. /12

Finally, several universities responded to the survey with

examples of possible conflicts that were reviewed and resolved.

One state unIversity with a mandatory disclosure procedure

required by state law provided an Interesting example:

It was the unanimous opinion of the ISRC [Independent
substantive review committee] that Professor A's project be
recommended for disapproval. The Committee's decision was
made on the basis of an extensive and thorough discussion of
the Issues raised In Professor A's Disclosure of Financial
Interest and In his personal appearance before the
Committee. The principal reason for recommending disapproval
of the project Is the absence of an arms-length relationship
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In determining the amount of monies to be paid the
university as between Professor A, the Principal
Investigator <and thus the Individual who determines the
amount of such monies on behalf of the University) and Dr.
A, the Prest dent and 100 percent owner of The Company, who
must pay such monies.

A second serious concern of the Committee was that the
employees who actually do the work funded by the contract
are performing 'secret' work. That Is, they are conducting
analyses of chemical compounds wh Ich have been prov I ded to
the Company by outside sponsors who have Insisted that the
results of the analyses not be disclosed. Whl Ie the
agreement between the University and the Company did not
contain a restriction on the publication of research
findings, Professor A Indicated that all decisions
concerning publication will be made by him. He stated that
he would honor the commitments made by the Company to Its
sponsors not to disclose their findings. Thus, a conflict of
Interest exists between Dr. A's role as a University
Professor, with the obi Igatlon to disclose the findings of
his work, and Dr. A's role as the President of a private
corporation which has agreed to treat his findings as
confidential. It Is Dr. A who will determine whether or not
the findings of these projects will be published and therein
lies the co nf Ilct of Interest. /13

In some case~ detal led conditions have been Imposed on faculty

members. For example, a letter from a university official to a

faculty member sets forth conditions under which the faculty

member wou Id be a I lowed to proceed with a proj ect:

The purpose of this letter Is to respond to your
Inquiry concerning your participation In the commercial
development of certain prior research efforts •••• It Is my
further understanding that your participation would take the
form of an Investment or some receipt of an equity Interest
In the corporation.

* * * *
It Is further understood that you agree to the

fol lowing specific provisions regarding your participation
In the above described corporation:

1. Your equity Interest shall not exceed 26 percent
and the cumulative equity Interest of all members of your
department shall not exceed 40 percent of total equity In
the new corporation.
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2. You do not, and will not In the future, have any
Involvement In or responsibility for the operation of the
new corporation.

3. .., you are under no ob I Igat Ion to make present or
future research results available to the corporation, nor
wIII you undertake such an ob ligation.

4. You will not allow the Interests of the corporation
to have any Influence whatsoever on the current or future
directions of your Col lege research.

5. You will not allow the Interests of the corporation
to have any Influence whatsoever on the current or future
directions of the College research of members of the
Department.

6. You agree to disclose Immediately to the Dean any
real or apparent conflict of Interest that may arise In
relation to your Interest In the corporation and your
position on the [University] faculty.

7. The terms of any consulting agreement or other form
of business agreement or relationship between you and the
corporation shal I be disclosed to the University and be
subject to prior University approval.

8. Any use of funds of the new corporation to support
your College research will require the prior approval of the
Dean.

9. No resources of the University wll I be committed to
the furtherance of the purposes of the corporation without
the prior review and approval of the Dean and the
negotiation of a written University contract.

10. You will Initially provide to the Dean a report of
al I aspects of your participation In the corporation and you
will disclose any proposed changes or modification In the
relationships between you and the corporation and your on
going University research. /14

C. Summary

In general, It can be concluded that universities responding to

the survey have developed conflict of Interest po l l c l e s that

address the faculty problems arising out of university-Industry

relationships. A key feature of most of the policies Is reliance
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on disclosure as a mechanism to deal with confl lets. Perhaps this

reflects a conclusion that disclosure will Inhibit the formation

of Inappropriate relationships at the outset. Or, It could be

based on the theory that so long as the business relationship

between a faculty member and an Industrial sponsor has the

Informed consent of the university, the faculty member may

proceed with confidence. In the final analysis, however, should

policies based on disclosure actually reveal serious conflicts,

the test of the effectiveness of such policies will be In the

ability of Institutions to use the Information that Is In their

possess I on.

PART III-DELAY OF PUBLICATION POLICIES

A. Background

Delay of publication relates to the Issue of openness. Exchange

of Ideas, Including research results, Is an Integral part of

Increasing knowledge. Free communication also allows scholars and

scientists to verify and critique research of others and lessen

duplication of effort. Further, each faculty member relies on the

freedom to select a research path regardless of whether It Is

likely to produce commercial success.

The federal government has often asserted the sensitivity of

research results for national security reasons and requested or

required that It be embargoed. In the case of Industry-sponsored

research, the sponsor Is .1 nterested I n protect I ng the propr I etary
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nature of the research and may not want competitors to have

access to the information resulting from the sponsored research.

Within this context, sponsors of research sometimes request

restriction of openness.

The opposing views about Information are often a subject of

negotiation In university-Industry relations. Most frequently,

the resolution Is a contract provision which al lows a specified

delay of the publication of the research results In order to

permit the sponsor to protect Its interests by filing a patent

application with the U.S. Patent Office. Patent rights are based

on the premise that the owner of the rights should disclose the

Invention In exchange for the right to exclude others from using

or manufacturing It. Thus, the end result of a patent Is

openness.

In addition to patent rights, some universities allow a specified

delay of publication to permit the sponsor to review the

publication for proprietary data. Most frequenty, proprietary

data means Information the sponsor suppl led to the research

enterprise which was not otherwise public. If the sponsor

supp Ii ed that I nformat Ion to the researcher, I t may be

determined by the parties, In advance, that such Information is

not intended to be made available when the results of the

research are pub I Ished.
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B. Results ~ 1h& Survey

Forty-nine universities responding to the survey provided

materials on delay of publication. Thirty-two universities have

written policies stating the Institution's position on freedom to

publl s h , Most of these statements were general admonitions that

the university Is committed to free publication and open

dissemination of Ideas. Some provide that delay In publication Is

permissible under specific circumstances, but that such delay may

not be unreasonable. The length of time permitted for delay Is

rarely stated, but Is determIned on a case-by-case basis. For

example:

3. £JLb.l~.a.tl.Qn. In order to fulfill our educational
objectives, and with our status as a tax-exempt educational
Institution, research at [University] alms to serve a public
rather than a private purpose. Results are disseminated
broadly and on a non-discriminatory basis. Thus [University]
will not undertake studies whose results cannot be freely
published. We will, however, recognize legitimate
proprietary concerns of sponsors where appropriate.
Publications may be deferred for an agreed upon limited
period of time to protect patent rights, and sponsors may
review our publications before release so that they are
aware of the contents. On occasions where [University] may
have accepted a sponsor's proprietary Information as
necessary background data for a research projec~ we wll I
allow a publication review In order to Identify any
Inadvertent disclosure of data that, on a reasonable-efforts
basis, we agreed to keep confidential. /15

All of the Institutions responding to the Clearinghouse request

permit pub l l c a t l o n to be delayed. Appendix E summarizes the

reasons for which the respondents wll I agree to delay

publication. Overwhelmingly, the most common reasons given for

permitting del ay of publication were to permit the sponsor to

rev Iew the proposed pub I Ication for patentab Ie subject matter or

confidential Information and to permit the university or the
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sponsor to file a patent application In the United States (and

sometimes abroad) to protect the sponsor's Interest in such

subject matter. Nineteen universities specified patent review and

filing as the only reason for delay. Twenty-one Institutions

specified both patent review and filing and review for

confidential Information supplied by the sponsor.

Delay of publication provisions tend to fall Into three

categories. Some merely state that the university will

permit a delay. Others specify the total length of time

that the university will delay. Others specify a two-tiered delay

procedure Involving a specified review period and a subsequent

delay for patent application preparation and filing. This last

category may be subdivided based on when the delay may commence.

Some calculate the delay from the time that the proposed

publication Is submitted to the sponsor regardless of when it

would have been published. Others calculate the delay from the

time that the proposed publication would have been published.

Publication includes any presentation of the research results to

the public.

The following Is an example of a publication provision in a

contract between a respondent and an Industrial sponsor:

a. The University reserves the right, subject to the
provisions of this Agreement, to use the results of all work
provided by the University under this Agreement, Including
but not I imlted to, the results of tests and any raw data
and statistical data generated therefrom, for its own
teaching, research and publication purposes only. The
University agrees, on behalf of Itself and Its employees,
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students, assistants or associates, not to cause said
results to be knowingly used for any commercial purpose
whatsoever except as authorized by Sponsor In writIng.

b. Any proposed pub l l ca't l on by or on behal f of the
University, Its employees, students, assistants, or
assoclate~ Involving work hereunder shal I be submitted to
Sponsor for review and comments at least ninety (90) days
prior to submission for publication or presentation. At the
end of ninety (90) days after said submission to Sponsor,
the University shall be free to proceed with pub l l c a f l o n,
However, If Sponsor believes patentable sUbject matter Is
Inadvertently disclosed In any publication submitted for
review, Sponsor shall Immediately Identify such sub j ac r
matter to University. University shal I use Its best efforts
to promptly file or assist Sponsor to file a patent
application covering such subject matter with the United
States Patent and Trademark Office or through the Patent
Cooperation Treaty prior to publication. /16

The length of time that universities will delay publicatIon

varies among Institutions and among arrangements within

Institutions. Among the respondents, the shortest delay was

thirty day~ the longest more than one year. Appendix F

summarizes the time periods durIng which the respondents would

delay publication.

C. Su ....ary

In general, all respondents allow some form of delay of

publication. Clearly, then, a reasonable delay Is considered by

Institutions generally to be wIthin the scope of free and open

publication. Publication delay Is confined to patent protection

and pre-disclosed proprietary data, Issues that are easily

defined. Other types of Intellectual property protection, such as

trade secrets, do not appear In Institutional policies as

legitimate reasons for Interfering with open dissemination of

research results.
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PART IV-CONCLUSION

All of the unIversIties sampled In the Clearinghouse request have

developed policies and practices relating to Industry sponsored

research. Whether particular policies are too narrow or too broad

is a matter for each Institution, and each interested person, to

evaluate. The sample shows clearly that the Issues relating to

Industry-sponsored research are beIng addressed by university

administrations and faculties, and that generally, procedures are

In place to provide adequate disclosure of the arrangements

between universitIes and industry.

The natural extension of the Issues addressed in this report

concerns the entrepreneurial activitIes of the university Itself.

IncreasIngly, universIties are establishIng business entitIes to

provide technology transfer and development services for the

university. The Clearinghouse's next survey, which Is scheduled

to commence In May, 1985, wi II focus on university

entrepreneurial activitIes, as well as Intellectual property

p o l l c l e s ,

For further Information or materials, contact:

April Burke, Esq.
The ClearInghouse on UnIversity-Industry RelatIons
AssociatIon of American UniversIties
Suite 730
One Dupont CI rc Ie, N. W.
WashIngton, D.C. 20036
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APPENDIX A

Association ofAmerican Universities

March 20, 1984

CLBAIlIIIGBOUSB 011 OIlIVBBSlft-lIiDOS'.rRY RBLA'.rIOIiS

This is a request for information about some specific
university policies and practices in the area of university
industry relations. We would like to receive a response regard
ing your instit~~ion. The thoroughness of each response is
crucial to the success of our effort. The purpose, simply
stated, is to gather information about policies and practices
affecting these relationships and to make it available in ways
that will improve the quality of decisions university officers
make.

Potential problems associated with university-industry
research collaborations have become a subject of concern among
interested observers, including members of Congress and the
press. The fear is that the universities engaged in these
arrangements may compromise the goals of free inquiry and open
dissemination of ideas.

In 1981, the AAU was asked by the Oversight Subcommittee of
the House Committee on Science and Technology to develop ethical
guidelines to govern university-industry collaborations. That
request stated, • ••• the ethical dilemmas posed by the metamor
phosis of our scientific research force from educators to
entrepreneurs have not been resolved. Changes in research
priorities, allocation of resources, faculty-student and faculty
university relationships, as well as diminishing scientific
openness may soon be evolving from a shifting value system.·

A Committee on University-Industry Relations was formed by
AAU to respond. That Committee determined that guidelines
appeared unnecessary; however, it did conclude that universities,
industry, Congress, and the public would benefit greatly from the
sharing of information regarding research collaborations. The
responsibility for establishing a clearinghouse for such
information has been undertaken by the AAU.

Since the Clearinghouse was established in September, 1983,
university administrators and industry managers have expressed a
great deal of interest in information sharing. On November 28,
1983, the Advisory Committee to the Clearinghouse met in
Washington to recommend how best to address that interest. The
Committee recommended that the Clearinghouse request information
from universities concerning activities with industrial sponsors
of research, beginning with two specific problem areas: conflict
of interest and delay of publication.

Suite 730 • One DvfxmtCink • Washingr<m, DC 20036 • 2021466-;030



Page two

This is the first request for information and it is confined
to those two topics. We are interested in receiving written
informatioD cODcerning university policies and practices, includ
ing documentation of policy, such as statements, gUidelines, and
memoranda, and discussions and documentation of practices,
including contracts and other agreements. We are not requesting
confidential information. If it is necessary to delete names,
dates, dollar amounts, or other specific details from documents,
we would be pleased to receive them in such form. We hope to
receive information covering the breadth and variety of univer
sity activities in this area while including the details of
specific arrangements.

The followi~g hypothetical examples may make clearer the
kind of information we would like to get and the value that such
information might have to university officers confronted with
real cases.

University A has a conflict of interest policy which states,
in part, that faculty should avoid situations involving
conflicts of interest such as financial dealings that are
contrary to the University's best interest or which may
obligate the faculty member to take actions adverse to the
University's interest. Faculty member X, following exten
sive consulting arrangements with a small biotechnology
company, is asked to join the company as a stock holding
partner in order to head a new division in his area. X
would only dedicate one day a week to the new company and
would have the new division.contract with him at the Univer
sity to continue to do research. He notifies his department
chairman of his desire to accept the offer, assuring him
that the University's interests, including the selection of
research topics and the learning experience of graduate
students, would not be compromised.

What information about other universities' experiences in
similar situations would you like to know to help you resolve
University A's situation?

For example:

1. Conflict of interest policies.
2. Faculty contracts with industrial sponsors.
3. How similar matters were resolved, including procedures

followed by other universities.

Corporation A and University Yare negotiating a contract
under which the university would receive $10 million over 5
years to conduct basic research in the area of X. The
Corporation will be entitled to an exclusive license to
develop patents owned by the university for products or



Page three

processes developed under the project, but it has asked for
very restrictive access and publication measures to be
imposed by the university in order to protect possible
proprietary rights. As part of those restrictive measures,
no faculty member or graduate student involved in research
on the project may publish the results of the research
without first sUbmitting the proposed publication to the
Company for review. The Company is requesting 120 days to
determine whether the publication would reveal any patent
able product or prQcess, and a subsequent 120 days to file a
patent application. The University has no stated policy
concerning delay of publication, however, it has never
agreed to delay publication for more than 90 days in the
past. 0::.

What information about other universities' experiences in
similar situations would you like to know to help you resolve
University Y's situation?

For example:

1. Contracts with delay provisions.
2. Restrictive measures requested by companies.
3. How similar matters were resolved, and whether their

resolution treated faculty members differently than
graduate students.

We know we are asking your institution to undertake a
significant task in responding to this request. We are convinced
that it will be in the university community's best interest to
share this information. It is important to demonstrate to those
who are concerned about university interaction with industry that
universities are addressing the legal and ethical problems of
entering into business relationships to perform research. We
hope your institution can assist in this effort.

All responses should be received at AAU by June 1, 1984.
Please direct any inquiries and responses to:

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 730
Washington, D.C. 20036
202-466-5030

Please let us know the name, address, and phone number of
any member of the university's staff who will be assisting with this
request.

Thank you.



APPENDIX B

DATES OF MOST RECENT REVISION OF CONFLICT POLICIES AT RESPONDENT

UNIVERSITIES

ful .d.llU -Rroylded

University of Maryland
Northwestern University
University of Pittsburgh
University of Rochester
University of Southern California
Yale University

1..282-84

California Institute of Technology
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Chicago
University of Colorado
Columbia University
Duke University
Georgia Tech University
Harvard University
The Johns Hopkins University
University of Michigan
University of Missouri
University of Nebraska
University of North Carol Ina
University of Pennsylvania
Purdue University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Rockefeller University
Stanford University
University of Texas
University of Virginia
University of Wisconsin

il1..2::..!l..1

Brown UnIversity
Case Western Reserve University
The Catholic University of America
Indiana University
Iowa State UniversIty
UnIversity of Kansas
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Ohio State UnIversity
The State University of New Jersey, Rutgers
University of Utah
Washington University



l.~ll.~.2

Cornell University
Pennsylvania State University
Princeton University
Tulane University
University of Washington

l..2Qll.=-Q..2

New York University
Vanderbl It University



APPENDIX C

PRINCIPAL TERMS OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICIES AT RESPONDENT

UNIVERSITIES

HQ written kQnfl Ict ~ Interesi ~L1k~ ~Qylded

Carnegie-Mel Ion University
University of Minnesota
University of Massachusetts
University of Oregon
Syracuse University

Gener~L ~i~i~m~

University of Maryland

E~.c.uil~:::.Lnililn.d.dil.cLQ~.r..e. .Qi .Q.ui~L.d~ -RI:.Qll~~LQn~L ~lll.1J...e~

.QI: .d.ll.cLQ~.u.r..e. .r..e.J:l-Ul~ .QD.1¥- .Qi ~.Q..uil~ lnn.r..e.si In.v..QL!LU

California Institute of Technology
University of Colorado
Cornell University
Indiana University
The Johns Hopkins University
University of Missouri
University of Nebraska
New York University
Ohio State University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Pennsylvania State University
Purdue University
Rockefeller University
Stanford University
University of Texas
Tulane University
University of Utah
Washington University
Yale University

.llnl~~~:::.Lnililn.d.dl~.c~.u.r..e. .QI: annua.L .dil.cLQ~.uI:~ .QI: ~-RI:.Q!L~J.

.rJl.J:I-Ul~ i.Q ~.r:i~ ~ponsored .r..e.~~~.r:.ch ~ilylty

Brown University
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
Case Western Reserve University
The Catholic University of America
University of Chicago
Columbia University
Duke University



Georgia Institute of Technology
Harvard University
Iowa State University
University of Kansas
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Michigan
University of North Carol Ina
Northwestern University
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh
PrInceton UnIversity
University of Rochester
The State University of New Jersey, Rutgers
University of Southern California
Vanderbl It University
UnIversity of Virginia
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin



APPENDIX D

RESPONDENTS HAVING EQUITY INTEREST PROVISIONS IN CONFLICT OF

INTEREST POLICIES

The State University of New Jersey. Rutgers
Syracuse University
University of Texas
Tulane University
University of Utah
University of Washington
Yale University
University of Wisconsin
Columbia University
Cornell University (letter to faculty)
Purdue University
Rockefeller University
Duke University
Harvard University
The Johns Hopkins University
University of Michigan
University of Nebraska
New York University
University of North Carol Ina
University of Pennsylvania
University of Virginia



APPENDIX E

REASONS GIVEN BY RESPONDENT UNIVERSITIES FOR PERMISSIBLE DELAY OF

PUBL ICAT ION

~Le~ LQ£ ~~cIQsue~ ~i ~entab~ ~~~~&i

mat tee .aM i I I Ing ~i Jl..a.b.n.1 ll.Jl.Jl.l~.a.:t.lc.n

BrQwn University
CallfQrnia Institute Qf TechnolQgy
University Qf CQIQradQ
GeQrgla Institute Qf TechnQIQgy
Harvard University
Indiana University
IQwa State University
University Qf Maryland
University Qf MlnnesQta
University Qf Nebraska
University Qf NQrth CarQI Ina
OhlQ State UniversIty
University Qf Pittsburgh
University Qf RQchester
Syracuse University
University Qf Texas
Tulane University
University Qf Virginia
Yale University

E~.lLi~~ LQ£ ~l~~~£~ ~i ~~i~.tl,gl l.nLQ£JD.a.1~

University Qf Utah
UniversIty Qf WlsCQnsln

~yl~~ ~ ~~.lc~~£~ ~i ~iU~ill l.nLQ£JD.a.1.lc.n ~£ Jl..Q.t~.n.1.a~Le

~b j ec t matte r ,g.n.d. illl.n~ ~ paten t .aJl.Jl.ll~.a~

Case Western Reserve University
The CathQI Ic University Qf America
CQlumbla University
CQrnel I University
Duke University
Massachusetts Institute Qf TechnQIQgy
University Qf Michigan
New YQrk University
NQrthwestern University
University Qf OregQn
University Qf Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University
PrlncetQn University
Purdue University
Rensselaer PQlytechnlc Institute



University of Rochester
The State Un Ivers Ity of New Jersey, Rutgers
Un I vers I ty of Southern CaI I forn I a
Stanford University
University of Washington
Washington University

.B.e.ll.l.ll.w. ~ ~an f Ide n.tl.a.1 .L.n.:U2r:m.a.t1..Q.n .a.n.l1 .s.p..Q.Jl.s..Q.r. .aP4L=.lI..al

Carnegie-Mellon University

.B.e.ll.1.ll.w. .f.Q.r. ~mJJl.ll.ll.t.... .IUl.1.ll.n.t.a.b.l.ll .s..u.h~ m.a.t.t.ll.Lo.- .a.n.l1
~.n.fl.l1.ll.ll.tl.al I n for ID.a.11..Q.n

Un I vers I ty of Ca I I forn I a, Los Ange I es

Comme.n.t .a.n.l1 ~.a.t.ll.ll.t illl~

University of California, Berkeley

.B.e.ll.l.ll.w. .a.n.l1 del e t 1...Q.n .Qi .s..ll.ll.s.l.tl.ll..ll l.n.f.Q.r.m.a.tl.Q.Jl

Vanderbi It University

.B.e.a.s..Q.n naf .s..t.a.1.ll.l1

University of Chicago
University of Maryland
University of MIssouri



APPENDIX F

LENGTH OF TIME PERMITTED BY RESPONDENT UNIVERSITIES FOR DELAY OF

PUBL ICATION*

.lll.=.4.i D.~

Rockefeller University
Yale University

60-90 ~U

California Institute of Technology
University of Chicago
Columbia University
Duke University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
New York University
Princeton University
University of Rochester
University of Southern Cal ifornla
Stanford University
University of Texas
Vanderbl It University
University of Wisconsin

.ll::.12Jl. D.~

University of California, Los Angeles
Cornel I University
University of Michigan
Northwestern University
University of Oregon
University of Washington
Washington University

12.1~i D.~

Brown University
Case Western Reserve University
University of Colorado
Indiana University
University of Kansas
University of Maryland
University of Minnesota
University of Nebraska
University of North Carol Ina
Ohio State University
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh



Purdue University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
The State University of New Jersey, Rutgers
Syracuse University
Tulane University
University of Utah
University of Virginia

MQ.u I~ .3.~2. ~

Carnegie-Mellon University

.Q.:t~.c

1. "short period"
- California Institute of Technology
- University of Cal Ifornl~ Berkeley

2. "long enough for sponsor to protect their patent application"
- The Catholic University of America

3. "will not delay publication significantly"
- Harvard University

4. "limited time"
-Iowa State University

* Each Institution Is placed In the category reflecting the
longest delay possible, as described In their response. If an
Institution stated that It typically delays publication for "x
days, or longer", such Institution was placed In the next longest
delay category fol lowing x.
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
wesrunqtor. D: 20230

EEMORANDUM FOR:

FEB 111S~~

Robert Ortner
Under Secretary for Economic Affairs

->liLJ2 J G, - /,;)./

FROM:

SUBJECT:

. Douglas A. Riggs Pouclo.cA.Rl~g.

Review of Employee Standards of Conduct Under
P. L. 99-502

Under the provisions of subsection 11 (c) (3) (A) of the Stevenson
Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (Pub. L. 96-480), as
amended by section 2 of the Federal Technology Transfer Act of
1986 (Pub. L. 99-502), and at your request, my office has reviewed
the Department's employee standards of conduct (15 CFR Part 0).
The statutory purpose of the review was to ensure that the standards
of conduct contain adequate guidelines to deal with situations
likely to arise using the authority of section ll(a) of this
legislation. Briefly, section ll(a) authorizes Federal agencies
to enter into cooperative research and development agreements with
other parties, including licensees of inventions owned by the
agencies. As a result of our review, I am satisfied that our
regulations establish adequate guidelines to cover situations
under the law and do not require changes at this time.

In undertaking our review, we were mindful that a major purpose of
the legislation is to establish a framework for permitting employees
or former employees or their partners to participate in efforts to
commercialize inventions the employees made while in the service
of the United States. This would include the authority for those
individuals to negotiate licenses or assignments of title to
inventions or to negotiate cooperative research and development
agreements with their present or former employing agency. These
negotiations may, depending upon the facts of the particular
situation, present issues under applicable conflict of interest
statutes or standards of conduct regulations. The legislation
recognizes this, in noting, in section ll(b) (4), that employees or
former employees are permitted to participate in commercialization
efforts "to the extent consistent with any applicable agency
requirements and standards of conduct." The legislative history
confirms this intent. The report of the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation (No. 99_283) notes, at page
10, that the legislation

makers] no changes in the conflict of interest
laws affecting Federal employees or former
Federal employees. The Commit~ee does not
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belie~e that this section releases former
employees from conflict of interest restraints
in current law, and does not intend this
result. Agencies have the flexibility under
this section to establish standards for
cooperative research arrangements which
prevent former employees from benefitting
unjustly from their former employment.
Conversely, laboratories may need the assistance
of former employees to develop the commercial
potential of inventions, and this provision is
intended to allow their participation according
to agency standards.

We have conducted the required review of our regulations with
these principles in mind and, as noted above, we have concluded
that the regulations are adequate. We have been faced, from time
to time, with inquiries from employees about their ability to
commercialize inventions developed by them as part of their
official activities. Such matters are decided on a case-by-case
basis, in which our overall concern is whether the employee "is in
a better position, due to his employment, to obtain a license or " "
commercially exploit a device than would be members of the general • f/~~JP,
public. In a major study of this issue last year, my office
identified four factors to consider in deciding such questions:
(1) whether the license applicant/Government employee had any role
in development of the device in question, (2) whether he has a
role, as a Government employee, in any decision on whether to
continue or discontinue Government development, (3) whether he had
any role, as a Government employee, in the decision to seek a
Government patent or issue a license or to whom to issue the
license, and (4) whether he has access to confiden~ial Government
information concerning the device. These factors, all derived
from existing conflicts-of-interest provisions, allow an employee
to obtain a license and exploit an invention while, at the same
time, prevent an abuse of the system by prohibiting an employee
from using his position or inside information for private gain.

As noted above, these factors will continue to apply. To them,
however, we would add a factor that reflects the pUblic policy
found in the new legislation. Specifically, we would now take
into consideration the expressed Government policy in favor of
licensing inventions to Federal employees. I am satisfied this
can be done within the framework of our existing regulations, so
long as care is taken to ensure that employees receive no unfair
advantage due to undisclosed information.

Finally, I note that the full range of Federal conflict-of-
interest statutes in title 18 of the U.S. Code would continue to
apply. These will, for example, predlude an employee from acting j
in an official capacity on a matter that will affect his financial
interests in a license (18 U.S.C. § 208) and may serve to limit
his ability to represent the interests of an outside corporation
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regarding its license in the invention before the Government
(18 u.S.c. 55 203 and 205). These restrictions are consistent
with the legislation and, in any event, are not addressed bv the
requirement to review the Department's standards of conduct:

PREPARED BY:GFields:jwm:2!10!87
cc: DRiggs(2)

MWagner
GFields(2) J'Q....,.+"
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Our file with university conflict of interest policy statements
has been started. Briefly, review of the materials at the
American As£ociation of Universities gave us the following
information and materials.

o The request letter from AAU to universities asking for con
flict of interest and delay of publication statements. All
responses are not in. April Lewis Burke indicated that I was
welcome to return later in the summer and review any additional
materials she receives.

o Her files presently include the following university
responses:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

University of California --

California Institute of
Technology

Pennsylvania state
University

Duke University

University of Virginia

~ Files
Xerox of the letter discussing
conflict of interest develop
ments since 1982. I am
sending for copies of three
reports noted in their letter.

Copied the cover letter which
identified individuals for
future contact. Copied a
paper on conflict of interest
and pages from the faculty
handbook covering conflict of
interest and conflict of
commitment.

Copied case examples of
industry/university agreements
and discussion of research
negotiations. Did not copy
attachments of actual state
ments because dated 1977.

Copied cover letter which
outlines Duke's conflict of
interest position and the
appropriate pages from a
faculty handbook.

A very interesting response
because the problem of state
employee status of university
staff was noted. Alon9.with
the university's statement and
pages from the financial pol
icy manual, I copied recently
enacted Virginia legislation
covering exceptions to the
Virginia Comprehensive Conflict
of Interests Act.



6. Purdue

7. Rutgers

8. New York University

9. Yale·

10. University of Maryland

11. Washington University

12; University of Utah

:2

Copied the general statement
for conflict of interest
disclosure requirements and an
example format. These were
developed after the General
Assembly of Indiana passed
amendments to the Indiana
·conflict of interests· law.

Copied the brief conflict of
interest statement. Again,
Rutgers notes that faculty are
governed by the statutes of
the state.

Copied a sheet of the letter
noting that a faculty
committee is in the process of
developing a new policy state
ment and that current practice
is governed by a 1964 AAUP/ACE
Joint Statement.

A report recently released by
a faculty committee on
Cooperative Research, Patents
and Licensing is copied. Yale
promised to sent to AAU
finalized policies and
revisions to the faculty hand
book when they are completed.

Only the cover letter noting
that the university is
developing a conflict of
interest and commitment state
ment, but is unwilling to share
it until it is more final.

Copied cover letter and con
flict of interest policy
paper. Did not copy the
handbook and one page blurb
because dated 1974. Copied
Monsanto-Washington University
Agreement.

Copied a great deal of
material. April noted the
University of Utah was one of
the most informative and
clearly active responses.
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Materials include a broad
statement on commercialization
of scientific discoveries; the
Utah Technology and Innovation
Act, 1983; By-Laws of Utah
Technology Finance Corpora
tion; "A Thriving Partnership:
The University and High Tech
Industry"; and, "Research for
Industry at the University of
Utah." __________0.-__•

13. Case Western

14. Harvard University

Again, a good example.
Materials include general
statement; Guidelines for key
issues in industry-university
research agreements; model
research agreement; and,
principles governing CWRU
participation in business
ventures based on university
technology.

Copied general statement.

Materials available at AAU, not copied.

i , Colorado University

2. John Hopkins

3. University of Kansas

4. Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT)

5. Michigan

6. Northwestern

7. Ohio State

8. University of
Pennsylvania

3

1980 Handbook pages.

Brochure blurb - time
commitment constraints.

Handbook sheets, 1971.

1977

Only a blurb on Technology
Transfer entity, Michigan
Research Corp.

No conflict of interest
formally stated.

Newspaper article in 1981
Harvard Gazette.

Nothing on conflict, just
comments on general relations
with industry.



9. Princeton

10. Rockefeller University

11. University of southern
California

12. Rensselaer

13. Missouri

14. University of Michigan

15. Stanford

16. Cornell

17. Nebraska

18. University of Rochester --

19. University of Oregon

20. University of
North Carolina

4

Agreement format but no
conflict of interest mention.

No conflict statement.

No conflict of interest
information.

No real conflict statement
merely "flexibility" in
relations discussed in letter.

1969

No conflict statement, just a
contract example.

Blurb on sponsored research,
no conflict statement.

1964

1982 general paragraph, not
copied.

General encouragement of work
with industry, no statement on
conflict of interest.

Conflict of interest new to
the university, they are
"wrestling" with the problem.

1979



Our file with university conflict of interest policy statements
has been started. Briefly, review of the materials at the
American As~ociation of Universities gave us the following
information and materials.

o The request letter from AAU to universities asking for con
flict of interest and delay of publication statements. All
responses are not in. April Lewis Burke indicated that I was
welcome to return later in the summer and review any additional
materials she receives.

o Her files presently include the following university
responses:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

University of California --

California Institute of
Technology

Pennsylvania state
University

Duke University

University of Virginia

~ Files
Xerox of the letter discussing
conflict of interest develop
ments since 1982. I am
sending for copies of three
reports noted in their letter.

Copied the cover letter which
identified individuals for
future contact. Copied a
paper on conflict of interest
and pages from the faCUlty
handbook covering conflict of
interest and conflict of
commitment.

Copied case examples of
industry/university agreements
and discussion of research
negotiations. Did not copy
attachments of actual state
ments because dated 1977.

Copied cover letter which
outlines Duke's conflict of
interest position and the
appropriate pages from a
faculty handbook.

A very interesting response
because the problem of state
empLoye'e status of university
staff was noted. Along with
the university's statement and
pages from the financial pol
icy manual, I copied recently
enacted Virginia legislation
covering exceptions to the
Virginia Comprehensive Conflict
of Interests Act.

~
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6. Purdue

7. Rutgers

8. New York University

9. Yale

10. University of Maryland

11. Washington University

12. University of utah

2

Copied the general statement
for conflict of interest
disclosure requirements and an
example format. These were
developed after the General
Assembly of Indiana passed
amendments to the Indiana
·conflict of interests· law.

Copied the brief conflict of
interest statement. Again,
Rutgers notes that faculty are
governed by the statutes of
the state.

Copied a sheet of the letter
noting that a faculty
committee is in the process of
developing a new policy state
ment and that current practice
is governed by a 1964 AAUP/ACE
Joint Statement.

A report recently released by
a faculty committee on
Cooperative Research, Patents
and Licensing is copied. Yale
promised to sent to AAU
finalized policies and
revisions to the faculty hand
book when they are completed.

Only the cover letter noting
that the university is
developing a conflict of
interest and commitment state
ment, but is unwilling to share
it until it is more final.

Copied cover letter and con
flict of interest policy
paper. Did not copy the
handbook and one page blurb
because dated 1974. Copied
Monsanto-Washington University
Agreement.

Copied a great deal of
material. April noted the
University of Utah was one of
the most informative and
clearly active responses.

-
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13. Case Western

14. Harvard University • • •• _._•• n

Materials include a broad
statement on commercialization
of scientific discoveries; the
Utah Technology and Innovation
Act, 1983; By-Laws of utah
Technology Finance Corpora
tion; "A Thriving Partnership:
The University and High Tech
Industry"; and, "Research for
Industry at the University of
Utah."

Again, a good example.
Materials include general
statement; Guidelines for key
issues in industry-university
research agreements; model
research agreement; and,
principles governing CWRU
participation in business
ventures based on university
technology.

Copied general statement.

Materials available at AAU, not copied.

1. Colorado University

2. John Hopkins

3. University of Kansas

4. Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT)

5. Michigan

6. Northw~stern

7•. Ohio State

8. University of
Pennsylvania

3

1980 Handbook pages.

Brochure blurb - time
commitment constraints.

Handbook sheets, 1971.

1977

Only a blurb on Technology
Transfer entity, Michigan
Research Corp.

No conflict of interest
formally stated.

Newspaper article in 1981
Harvard Gazette.

Nothing on conflict, just
comments on general relations
with industry.
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9. Princeton

10. Rockefeller University

ll. University of Southern
California

12. Rensselaer

13. Missouri

14. University of Michigan

15. Stanford

16. Cornell

17. Nebraska

18. University of Rochester --

19. University of Oregon

20. University of
North Carolina

4

Agreement format but no
conflict of interest mention.

No conflict statement.

No conflict of interest
information.

No real conflict statement
merely "flexibility" in
relations discussed in letter.

1969

No conflict statement, just a
contract example.

Blurb on sponsored research,
no conflict statement.

1964

1982 general paragraph, not
copied.

General encouragement of work
with industry, no statement on
conflict of interest.

Conflict of interest new to
the university, they are
"wrestling" with the problem.

1979



Association ofAmerican Universities

March 20, 1984

CLEARINGHOUSE ON UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY RELATIONS

This is a request for information about some specific
university policies and practices in the area of university
industry relations. We would like to receive a response regard
ing your institution. The thoroughness of each response is
crucial to the success of. our effort. The purpose, simply
stated, is to gather information about policies and practices
affecting these relationships and to make it available in ways
that will improve the quality of decisions university officers
make.

Potential problems associated with university-industry
research collaborations have become a sUbject of concern among
interested observers, including members of Congress and the
press. The fear is that the universities engaged in these
arrangements may compromise the goals of free inquiry and open
dissemination of ideas.

In 1981, the AAU was asked by the Oversight Subcommittee of
the House Committee on Science and Technology to develop ethical
gUidelines to govern university-industry collaborations. That
request stated, • ••• the ethical dilemmas posed by the metamor
phosis of our scientific research force from educators to
entrepreneurs have not been resolved. Changes in research
priorities, allocation of resources, faculty-student and faculty
university relationships, as well as diminishing scientific
openness may soon be evolving from a shifting value system.·

A Committee on University-Industry Relations was formed by
AAU to respond. That Committee determined that guidelines
appeared unnecessary; however, it did conclude that universities,
industry, Congress, and the public would benefit greatly from the
sharing of information regarding research collaborations. The
responsibility for establishing a clearinghouse for such
information has been undertaken by the AAU.

Since the Clearinghouse was established in September, 1983,
university administrators and industry managers have expressed a
great deal of interest in information sharing. On November 28,
1983, the Advisory Committee to the Clearinghouse met in
washington to recommend how best to address that interest. The
Committee recommended that the Clearinghouse request information
from universities concerning activities with industrial sponsors
of research, beginning with two specific problem areas: conflict
of interest and delay of publication.

Suite 730 • OneDupont Circle • Washington, DC.2oo36 • 202/466-5030
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This is the first request for information and it is confined
to those two topics. We are interested in receiving written
information concerning university policies and practices, includ
ing documentation of policy, such as statements, gUidelines, and
memoranda, and discussions and documentation of practices,
including contracts and other agreements. We are not requesting
confidential information. If it ianecessary to delete names,
dates, dollar amounts, or other specific details from documents,
we would be pleased to receive them in such form. We hope to
receive information covering the breadth and variety of univer
sity activities in this area while including the details of
specific arrangements.

The following hypothetical examples may make clearer the
kind of information we would like to get and the value that such
information might have to university officers confronted with
real cases.

University A has a conflict of interest policy which states,
in part, that faculty should avoid situations involving
conflicts of interest such as financial dealings that are
contrary to the University's best interest or which may
obligate the faculty member to take actions adverse to the
University's interest .• Faculty member X, following exten
sive consulting arrangements with a small biotechnology
company, is asked to join the company as a stock holding
partner in order to head a new division in his area. X
would only dedicate one day a week to the new company and
would have the new division contract with him at the Univer
sity to continue to do research. He notifies his department
chairman of his desire to accept the offer, assuring him
that the University's interests, including the selection of
research topics and the learning experience of graduate
students, would not be compromised.

What information about other universities' experiences in
similar situations would you like to know to help you resolve
University A's situation?

For example:

1. Conflict of interest policies.
2. Faculty contracts with industrial sponsors.
3. How similar matters were resolved, including procedures

followed by other universities.

Corporation A and University Yare negotiating a contract
under which the university would receive $10 million over 5
years to conduct basic research in the area of X. The
Corporation will be entitled to an exclusive license to
develop patents owned by the university for products or
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processes developed under the project, but it has asked for
very restrictive access and publication measures to be
imposed by the university in order to protect possible
proprietary rights. As part of those restrictive measures,
no faculty member or graduate student involved in research
on the project may publish the results of the research
without first submitting the proposed publication to the
Company for review. The Company is requesting 120 days to
determine whether the publication would reveal any patent
able product or process, and a subsequent 120 days to file a
patent application. The University has no stated policy
concerning delay of publication; however, it has never
agreed to delay publication for more than 90 days in the
past.

What information about other universities' experiences in
similar situations would you like to know to help you resolve
university Y's situation?

For example:

1. Contracts with delay provisions.
2. Restrictive measures requested by companies.
3. How similar matters were resolved, and whether their

resolution treated faculty members differently than
graduate students.

We know we are asking your institution to undertake a
significant task in responding to this request. We are convinced
that it will be in the university community's best interest to
share this information. It is important to demonstrate to those
who are concerned about university interaction with industry that
universities are addressing the legal and ethical problems of
entering into business relationships to perform research. We
hope your institution can assist in this effort.

All responses should be received at AAU by June 1, 1984.
Please direct any inquiries and responses to:

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 730
Washington, D.C. 20036
202-466-5030

Please let us know the name, address, and phone number of
any member of the university's staff who will be assisting with this
request.

Thank you.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SYSTEMWIDE ADMINISTRATION

BERKELEY • D.~VIS • IRVINE. LOS ANCELES • RIVEIlSmE • SAN DIEGO' SAN FRANCISCO

Office of the President

SANTA BARBARA· SAmA CRUZ

BERmEY, CALIFORNIA 94720

January 4, 1983

Dear Colleague:

The Association of American Universities, other higher education
associations, the government, including Congress, and other
institutions have been reviewing the issues arising from univer
sity-industry cooperation. Most recently an AAU committee
chaired by Bob Rosenzweig, which was established to respond to
legislative interest in ethical considerations arising from such
relationships, concluded that decisions about these issues are
best made at the level of the individual institution. The
committee's report also points out that many universities are
engaged in serious study of these relationships.

I am pleased to send you under separate cover these documents
prepared over the past two years by the University of California
concerning this matter: 1) Report of the University-Industry
Relations Project; 2) Report of the Committee on Rights to
Intellectual Property; and 3) Interim Guidelines on University
Industry Relations.

The Guidelines were developed in response to issues raised in
the other two reports and constitute current University policy.
The guidelines will be reassessed at the end of this )ear.

If you have any questions about these reports, may I suggest you
get in touch with Belle Cole, Director of Legislation and Public
Policy here in Systemwide Administration. She can be reached by
phone at (415) 642-4301.

Sincerely,

~J~~-
David S. Saxon
President

wa s sent to e a c '
'T",12 enclosures 1;oJere

.t.muary ".7, lOP.O)

AAP ~/~Tote: T:-:'is letter
neI:l.:-er of the l\.AU.
sent separately on

Robert Rosenzweig, ~resident,

Executive Assistant David Wilson
Director Belle Cole

bee:

cc:
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SYSTEMWIDE ADMINISTRATION

BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE· LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO

Office of Academic Affairs

SANTA BARBARA· SANTA CRUZ

BERKELEY,CALIFORSLA 94720

November 29, 1982

. '~.

GORE Group

Dear Friends:

Attached are copies of three reports prepared by the University of California
concerning university-industry relations. The Report of the
University-Industry Relations Project you saw in draft. The Interim
Guidelines on University-Industry Relations has been issued recently as
policy.

I hope these will be useful to you.

Sincerely,

~~
Belle Col e

Attachments

cc: Executive Assistant Wilson
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Confli~t of Interest

UCL
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In May of 1982, new policies were implemented by the University in
compliance with regulations of the California Fair Political Prac.tices
Commission. The full·nature of the policy and its implementation ·should be
evident from.material enclosed.

The enclosed materials constitute the majority of our written policy
information in each area. Since these enclosures do not specifically discuss
practices or experiences illustrated by the hypothetical situations
described, some additional information related to the two areas under study
may be useful.

March 7, 1984

An Independent Substantive Review Committee ("ISRC") formed in
accordance with FPPC regulations has functioned for nearly two years to
review the propriety of the University's acceptance of grants, contracts, or
gifts, from non-governmental entities in which the principal investigator has
a financial interest. We have had a few situations similar to the
hypothetical situation described and information on the resolution of two of
them may be helpful to other Universities.

OFFICE OF THE CHA!'JCELLOR
LOS ANGELES, CALlFOR!\'IA 90024

This ·material responds to AAU's request for information dated January
10, 1984. We are pleased to provide AAU with information on UCLA's policies
and practices with industry. In an effort to expedite Clearinghouse analysis
of our response, we have screened policy documents and other materials to
provide excerpts relevant to the initial two areas under study. However, if
any of the documents referenced are desired in their entirety, we will gladly
provide them.

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 730
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear April:

BERKELEY' O",\'rS IR\"l~E' LOS ..\~GELES • RIVERSIDE . S,.... " DIE(;(j So""., FR.-\.'\;C1SCO

J1AR 12
:-0- '" -

- UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
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April Lewis Burke 2 March 5, 1984

Over the past two years, approximately 3% of disclosures of financial
interests were "positive" and were therefore reviewed by the ISRC. Only in
one case, did the ISRC recommend that an ongoing project be ended because the
agreement and the conduct of the work was inconsistent with the University's
policies dealing with conflict of interest. The letters enclosed dated March
4, 1983 and March 31, 1983 convey in detail, the reasons for the Committee's
recommendations and the final determination in the matter. The
correspondence has, however, been modified to eliminate identification of the
faculty member and the company.

I will summarize a second situation which may also be of interest. A
faculty member had disclosed a consulting agreement with the company under
which he was to receive a consulting fee of $10,000 per year, $12,000 per
year for any renewal periods, and under which he had also received an option
to acquire 5,000 shares of company stock at a specified price per share. A
research agreement was proposed between the company and the University for
support of a project in the faculty member's University laboratory.

In this case, the ISRC found that the research agreement did not pose a
conflict of interest and that the faculty member's acceptance of a consulting
fee also did not constitute a conflict of interest. The fee was determined
to be consideration for services provided by the faculty member and such
service was distinct from the work proposed under the research agreement.
The ISRC further found that the stock option did not constitute a conflict of
interest, but was consideration for the consulting services provided by the
faculty and therefore no different in principle from a cash payment. The
ISRC found no evidence that the faculty's financial interest in the company
would cause him to use University resources to further his own financial
interests rather than to engage in impartial research for expanding
scientific knowledge.

In the course of ISRC review of this case, however, the consulting
agreement between the company and the faculty member was examined and found
to contain some provisions which were contrary to University policy
(particularly in regard to intellectual property) and were also in conflict
with the research agreement. Accordingly, the University requested, and the
company and the faculty-member agreed, to revise their agreement to bring it
into conformance with University policy and to make it consistent with the
research agreement. University officers participated in redrafting a new
consulting agreement to assure consistency with University policy.

One last matter should :be noted regarding requested information.in this
area. Our policies do not require University review, approval, or retention·

. of individual faculty contracts for consulting with outside entities. The
one situation described above was atypical. Accordingly, no individual
consulting agreements with industry are provided.

Publication Delay

In our experience, the freedom to publish has never been an issue which,
by itself, has prevented any agreement with industry. Most firms we have
worked with can, and do, accept the basic tenet of openness and the right of
publication by the University.
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

May 23,1984

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 730
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Ms. Burke:

Dr. Rosenzweig's letter of March 20, 1984, enclosed the first
request from the AAU Clearinghouse on University-Industry Relations
for information regarding our policies and practices in certain areas.
The two areas covered in that first request were (a) conflict of interest
and (b) delay of publication.

We are delighted to be able to respond to Dr. Rosenzweig's
request and to assist in this study of university-industry relationships. It
involves a set of subjects of great importance to the future of research
oriented universities in the United States which deserves further study.

Enclosed is a Caltech response to each of the two subjects
discussed in Dr. Rosensweig's letter. If you should desire, or need, a
clarification or any further information, please do not hesitate to
contact Dr. Robbie Vogt (our Vice President and Provost). Dr. Don
Fowler (our General Counsel), or me. We all participated in the
preparation of this response.

.Sincerely,

"-, -:' , J'

/ /< { <' : • 0'.' .:<
',{ .

.. I .' -{ c r ,~., i.j C l,rc .:- ./

Marvin L. Goldberger

cc: D. N. Fullerton
D. R. Fowler
R. E. Vogt

P."c:;ADE:-. A,CALlFOR:-iIA 91125 fELEPHO:-'-E·; 1~1356·6JO1



CALI~ORNIA INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Policy and Practices

May 23 1984

Caltech's policy on Faculty conflict of interest

was extensively revised and restated in March 1983. The

revised policy reflects the rather considerable amount of

discussion and reevaluation of this s ub j e ct, which had taken

place at Caltech during the two year period following the

1980-81 academic year, at which time this issue first began

to receive prominent national attention, particularly among

the academic community. A copy of the restated Caltech

policy, now entitled "Conflict of Interest and Conflict of

Commitment" so as to reflect that a conflict of commitment

or dedication can be as much of a problem as a financial

conflict of interest, is enclosed. The 1983 policy is being

applied as written by the Caltech Administration and, in

general, the policy appears to have the continuing support

of the Faculty.

A key to the Caltech policy is that the primary

responsibility for seeing that outside consulting or business. .. .

activities do not result in conflicts of interest or commitment

remains with the Faculty member involved. Across-the-board

reporting is not required for all outside consulting or

business activity, as is the case at some other institutions.
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Nevertheless, the Faculty member is obligated to

make a full disclosure at any

cognizant Division Chairman, the

time upon request by the

Provost, or the President.

Furthermore, no agreements for research support or licenses

granting exc lus i ve r igh ts to Ca 1tech patents, copyrights or

"know-how" may be entered into with outside organizations in

which a Faculty member has an equity interest or with which

the Faculty member has a continuing consulting arrangement,

if the proposed arrangement would be detrimental to Caltech's

interests or pose a real or apparent conflict of interest.

The Provost is charged with the responsibility of determining

whether such arrangements would involve a conflict of interest.

In making these determinations, the Provost does consult with

an appropriate advisory group of Faculty members to ensure

uniformity and continuity of policy.

In applying the 1983 policy, no arrangements or

licenses have been approved to date by the Provost where the

Faculty mernbe r has an equity interest in or a continuing

consulting agreement with, the outside organization and where

.that organization would receive an exclusive right (or option

for such right) to Caltech patents, copyrights or "know-how."

On occasion, where the Faculty member has such a relationship

with the outside organization, an arrangement or license

involving nonexclusive rights has been approved, with the

appropriate safeguards.
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In general, conflict of interest and conflict of

commitment are regarded as matters to be resolved between

Caltech and the Faculty member prior to completion of the

Caltech arrangement with the outside organization. Therefore,

contractual language with the other organization is usually

not needed nor appropriate. However, Caltech is prepared to

include, and has included, a provision in agreements with

outside organizations where special concerns are present.

Such a provision would read as follows (modified as necessary

to fit the specific facts of the case):

CALTECH PERSONNEL

As part consideration for this exclusive licensing

agreement covenants and agrees that neither it nor

any related corporation or organization will, during the term

of this agreement, directly or indirectly employ or retain in

any capacity any CALTECH faculty member, student, officer, or

employee without the written consent of CALTECH.

further covenants and agrees t.hat; , while is a

privately-held corporation, it will not knowingly permit any

.s uch person, or any membs r s . of his or her immediate fami ly,

to own any stock or interest in or in any related

corporation or organization. If and when becomes a

pub Li.c ly-he ld corporation or, becomes a part of a pub r i c ly-

held corporation, then covenants and agrees that it

will not knowingly permit any such person, or any members of

his or her immediate family, to own any stock or interest en
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or in any related corporation or organization, unless

such stock is purchased in the open market at not less than

the then existing market prices. In the latter event,

agrees that it will promptly notify CALTECH of any such

purchases that come to the actual attention of's

officers or directors.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND
CONFLICT OF COMMITMENT

The acceptance of a full-time appointment to the Fucultv of the lnstuure Involves a
commument which 15 full-rune In the most inclusive .,eme, wuh the .ippotnree
expected to accord the lnsntuee his or her protesstonal lc .....altv and to arrange outside
obligations. ttnancial interests. and acnvmes 50.l.S not to conflict or rnrerte re With this
pnmarv. cverrtdmg commitment to the Inantute

Confhce of Interest can anse pamculartv In suuanons where Pucultv members are
consultants tor. or have an mte rest In the ownership ot. business ventures that arc
more or less dtrecrlv related to their nelda of re sca rcb at the lnstttute. In such suua.
nons. there IS the danger that academic prtncrples and educational pno nne s mJY
become distorted because at the possibrlnv tor economic gam bv the FJCUltY
member. by the Drviston in which the research IS done. or mde ed the lnsnnne ttsdi
Furthermore. It propnetarv mtcrmation IS mtroduced mto research acnv.nes on the
campus. ItS proeecnon wlll eure lv roster secrecy or hinder open discussion about
research among colleagues ...... trhm the Institute and Jt other academic mstuuttcns . .iS

we ll J.~ With personnel Jt Institutions or agc ncie s thJ.t conmbute substanual support
to the lnsruute. Whenever orgaruz.mons havma Pucu ltv members JS consultants.
su bsrann.rl share hoiders. or part owners WIsh to m.rkc arrangements wIth the In;n.
tu tc tor »uppo rt 0 t rcsearc hpare or ucens mg .md re l.ned matters. both rc.rl J. nJ J pp.rr
cnt conrhcts or Interest with respect to the cbhaauons or the Faculty mc rnbe r to the
lnantute JnJ at the Institute to tts educanona! :~uJb rnuet be JVOIJeJ.

Rcspcnsrbtlitv tor esrabhshmg that JCtlVltIC~ In business ventures do not conflict
...... trh lnstttute commitments rests nrst With the Fuculrv member. Further. on request
from comrca nt DIVISIOn C ha irrnen. rhc Provost. or the I'restdent. the Puculrv member
shall make ;J full disclosure or all such ventures mcludmg the narne s ut compurues.
the nature ur aarceme ats. the rcsponsunlmes assumed bv the Eacultv member. and
the time mvolved. lt IS the pohcv or the lnantute ,:.ct.: also Chapter' CoJn::luitln~Ac .
nvmc s: that acceptance or .1 tull-nrnc lnsttture .ippomrment precludes .1 Eacultv

mcmbers assurrung a posmo n or une rt::.-p\)n::llbllttV In outside orgamz.inon, tor pa ....
Dr proht

irrespec nve ur what .rxrevmcnts h.1 vc bcen made 10 the past, It rs the lnsntute s
policv that no aareeme nts tor ruse a reb support. or tor the lI;rJ nnna at e xclusrvc nahe,
to the use or lnsnture patents. ccpvn ahts or vkno...... -how' '.'nil be made With .mv
company or mstrrunun where J current Facuk .... member consults lor IS corallv or
pamallv owned bv the Eacultv member' It' the proposed arra ngemenes would be desn
mental to the lnsttrutes mre rest or pose J fCJl, or an appare nr. ccnruce ot interest
With respe. to the obligaoc.n , ,It rue Fac uirv member tIl the Institute.

It IS not; c rcncal to wruc spccrnc rulc , covc n ne .il! r\l~:'lbk suuancns thJt murht
consueure pore nnal Uf feJl -.:unrho..:b dr lm,::;,:~t, Th\.· ['rtJ\'{):.t l:. -.:hJrl!:l,.'J ,'-lth th~'

rcsponsl bllitv ot det~'rrnlnlnl!; w hl.tt1l,.'r prOrL1~I.' J J .:r...'1,.'mi.'nts tor :.uppt>rt ot r-':Sl,.'Jrc h
ur torthc hCt.'nslOzlltpJCI.'llts, JpplH':Jbh.: -.:urvrt~hb , I.'\.' Chartl.'r ~ rJtr.:nt 1'1lhevJnJ
ROVJlui.'S Jnu Cupvrl;.!:ht:.I'·ur ·'kno ....·-hu ..... 1.\,\ulJ lnvulvl.' -:unrlll.:t ,It tntd(,::.t

-\JJ<.:IlJutn ' ,,\
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Faculty members should notify the Provost of their participancn Ias consultants.
shareholders, owners, and so onl in busmess ventures In which the Institute might
become involved in any way, including preferential transfer of research results
obtained at the Institute In advance of publication. te IS especrallv important that such
nouticaeion be given before any commitment 15 made that could bind the Inantute.
either ethically or legally.

The Provost will consult with an appropriate advisory committee of Faculty
members to ensure umforrrntv and conunuuv ot policy LO making decisions WIth

respect to conflicts of interest and conflicts of commumene, A Faculev member
wishing to appeal a decision or the Provost has recourse to the grievance procedure
described In the Facultv Bylaws.

With respect to obligations assumed under grants and contracts awarded b....
governmental agencies. the lnsutute subscribes In principle to the 1965 statement on
conflict ot .merese Issued roirnlv by the American ASSOClatlOn at Uruvetsnv
Professors and the American Council on Education.

\JJl.:nJu:n '"
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Examples of Conflicts of Interest and Publication Rights Problems

in Sponsored Research at The Pennsylvania State University

A Report Prepared for the AAU Advisory Committee to Clearinghouse

for Information on University-Industry Relations

R. G. Cunningham

February 10, 1984

Introduction

As a research university, Penn State ranks about 20th in terms of

dollar volume of sponsored research. Policies and procedures in research

are well established and published in booklet form, see Attachment I.

This publication will be updated in regard to conflicts of interest

situations within the next year. This need stems from our industry

university cooperative research which has increased from 8% to a

current level of 15% of total research. Negotiations of industrial

research agreements require more time--and legal services--in comparison

with federal agency grants or contracts. I attribute thi s to the applied

nature-of most industry sponsored research; the closer the subject to th~

marketplace, the stickier the negotiations become. Patents, publication

rights, conflict of interest (COl) situations, lead the list of problems.
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In 1981, we restated our patent policy to emphasize our flexibility

in dealing with industrial sponsors. As stated in Attachment la, it is

University policy to take ownership of patents. But three exceptions to

University ownership are listed for use when justified. These are

negotiated on a case-by-case basis. The three exceptions (right-of-first

refusal, shared royalty, and assignment of patent rights to the sponsor

in exchange for a premium overhead) have successfully accommodated

virtually all industrial research agreements during the past three years.

As indicated by pages 24-25 of Attachment I, our policy on private

consulting is liberal. Faculty are expected to inform their dean of the

general nature and extent of their consulting activity. Details are not

required. This policy may be revised in the near future. Among the

changes which may be made would be a limit on private consulting stated

in days per semester or days per year or per academic year. Reporting of

consulting income--and possibly the reporting of all income from outside

sources in excess of, say, $1,000 per year--may be considered.

The following cases are from our files in the Office of Sponsored

Programs. Problems and the resolutions are_ described, albeit, briefly.

More details can be provided. It is important to note that the contract

language excerpts represent the final~-a~cepted-~language. The original

clauses proposed_by the sponsor--which are not included here--were often

-totally unacceptable. For example, sponsor claims to all patent

ownership rights, or, the requiring of sponsor permission to publish any

results of the work.
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Conflicts of Interest (COl) Situations

COl Case 1

Professor A agreed to enter into a consulting agreement with the l

Company, a west coast producer of medical diagnostic equipment.

Attachment IIa is a copy of Company l's consulting agreement. It came to

our attention because the Company formally asked the University to

"sign-off" on the consulting agreement to provide assurance that the

faculty member's consulting duties were approved and would not be in

conflict with his responsibilities to the University. Our arguments to

the effect that consulting was an agreement between the Company and the

faculty member--and not a contractual agreement involving the

University--were to no avail. Rather than destroy the consulting

opportunity for the faculty member, the University agreed to sign a

statement that the faculty member was carrying out this private

consulting with the knowledge and approval of the University.

Attachment lIb is a memo from our University Patent Counsel who reviewed

the consulting agreement and advised the faculty member to seek changes

in certain paragraphs. (The agreement proposed by Company l could have

had the effect of limiting the faculty member's research in subsequent

years.) If many companies hiring faculty consultants propose similar

restrictive clauses--normally unknown to the university--then one

suspects that private consulting agreements may comprise a significant

source of conflicts of interest.
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COl Case 2

Professor B received research support from a for-profit company in

a foreign country over a period of several years. Eventually this led to

his receiving payments for private consulting duties, in parallel with

his research work at the University. (He was unaware that this was a

violation of University policy.) Subsequently, the company agreed to

provide additional support for a postdoctoral researcher in Professor B's

laboratory. The sponsor also wanted to continue Professor B's retainer

for private consulting in his area of expertise. Attachment IlIa provides

further details. Attachment IIIb is Professor B's statement that the

technical areas involved in his private consulting and the employment of

the postdoctoral fellow on the research project in his (Professor B's)

laboratory are in related, but different, fields. Attachment IIIc is the

statement from the dean of Professor B's college confirming that the subject

areas are sufficiently different to warrant approval of simultaneous research

sponsorship, and private consulting. Based on IIIb and c, I approved the

request. (See Discussion 5, below.)

COl Case 3

Professors. C and D conducted sponsored research (biomedical) for a

number of years, much of the work being sponsored by NIH. Several

inventions and patents resulted, but licensing efforts were unsuccessful.

Eventually one invention (University support--no NIH money) was turned

down by Research Corporation. Under University policy it was released to

the inventors at their request and they proceeded to obtain a patent at
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their own expense. Company X decided to enter this field of medical

technology. They were interested in (a) a license to the inventors'

patent, (b) supporting research in the same field at the University,

(c) obtaining rights to future research-related inventions, and

(d) retaining the faculty members on a private consulting basis. As

in Case 1, the Company wanted a sign-off by the University to the effect

that the faculty members were functioning within University policy in

undertaking the consulting work. The University eventually agreed to

this unusual situation, motivated by desires to effect technology

transfer and to secure research support for the faculty members involved.

As in Case 2 above, the Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies

obtained statements from the faculty members and from their academic

administrators to the effect that their private consulting and the

research work were adequately different to warrant an exception to

University policy.

COl Case 4

On two occasions in recent years faculty inventors have violated

University policy by hiring patent attorneys to apply for patents on

invention of theirs which stemmed from University research. In both

cases after protracted discussionsJ fhe inventors recognized their.

obligation· to assign ·inventions to the University. With Research

Corporation's help the ·damage was undone. (Research Corporation in

assuming the cases reimbursed the inventors for their out-of-pocket

patenting expenses.)
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COl Case 5

In contrast to Case 4 above, a different--and frequent--problem is

faculty indifference to inventions and the patenting process.

Professor G (biochemist) was approached by a government-owned laboratory

abroad, to continue his research for them. Before the University entered

the negotiations, Professor G had advised the foreign government contract

representatives that they would be given all rights to inventions, a

condition which they subsequently insisted upon in negotiations.

Professor G supported the give-away of patent rights to the sponsor. He

felt that patents were of little or no importance in comparison with

securing the research funding--a frequently encountered situation. In a

sense, a conflict exists between faculty indifference to patents, and the

University's obligation to follow published policy. (See Discussion 4,

below. )

COl Case 6

The University actively encourages faculty interested in starting up

spin-off companies to exploit technology or inventions stemming from

University research.

Two faculty members recently started their own company, bought land

and constructed a building. The new company will perform research

services in the pharmaceutical field. Some of the work requires access

to University facilities. A research agreement was executed with the new

company at the request of the firm's VP (who is still a faculty member).



Conflicts of interest are clearly a potential problem. The principal

investigator for the research in University laboratories is also an

officer of the new company. He participated in both ends of the

negotiation. The situation was further complicated by the sponsor

company's request for the premium overhead exception to patent policy,

i.e., payment of a 20% premium in return for which the University grants

patent rights to the Company (with the approval of the faculty members

involved which was, of course, forthcoming). The Vice President for

Research approved the research contract. Justifications were (a) to

encourage start-up companies and the creation of jobs and (b) to secure

research support for faculty and graduate students.

Policy to safeguard faculty and the University must be developed.

7
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Publications Clauses in Research Contracts

Publications Case 1

Attachment IV is an excerpt from a recently negotiated agreement.

The technology under development will be close to the marketing stage;

consequently inventions and patents are viewed as important. The faculty

investigators and college administrators had no objection to being

required to send publications to the sponsor for review at least sixty

days prior to submission for publication. If patentable subject matter

is found in the publication, the University then agrees to withhold

publication for nine months to permit filing a U.S. patent application.

Alternatively, the authors could delete the patentable subject matter and

proceed without delay.

Publications Case 2

In this instance, the sponsoring company had a prior patent and/or

trade secrets position in the field of the research agreement. Patents

are expected to be important. The negotiation encountered a problem with

publications. We resolved the issue as indicated in Attachment V. The

sponsor was willing to recognize that the University had the right to

publish results of the investigation in scientific journals, textbooks,

or theses. But the sponsor stipulated that the subject matter of such

publications

"shall not contain information about the process,

methods or materials of Sponsor or other information
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considered by sponsor to be proprietary to the Sponsor,

but shall be confined to statements of new discoveries

and interpretations of scientific fact. The Sponsor

shall be provided with an advance copy •.. to prevent

premature disclosure of an invention and/or information

considered proprietary by the Sponsor."

Consultation with the inventors and their academic administrators

established that publication delay would only occur if the author used

proprietary information, e.g., trade secrets. Since this would not

occur, there was no objection to giving the sponsor the right to review

papers prior to publication. As indicated on page 2 of Attachment V, the

sponsor is required to notify the University in writing within thirty

days of receipt of the advance copy of the pUblication. In the absence

of a written response from the sponsor within thirty days, the University

is free to proceed with publication. Additional statements cover the

patent statutory-bar situation.

These two cases cover the most frequently encountered problems

regarding publications, namely, delays or reviews (a) for patent purposes

and (b) providing the sponsor an opportunity to protect against

disclosure of proprietary information. The negotiation results above

are typical.
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Discussion of Research Negotiations

The following observations may be helpful in understanding the

major and minor sources of problems--which often involve conflicts of

interest and publication issues--in negotiating industrial contracts.

1. While publication clauses are always present, they are

rarely a sticking point in completing an agreement with

a sponsor company. Publication delays are, of course,

approved for patent purposes. Furthermore, the

University will agree to a sponsor's prior review of

publications, if the work involves information

proprietary to the sponsor. Contract-language in these

cases requires the sponsor to label information they

view as proprietary so that faculty and graduate

students understand the situation. Also, "best effort"

to protect language is used. [The University in

comparison with industrial concerns cannot guarantee

protection of proprietary information and trade

secrets.]

2. Some faculty take an interest in inventions and patent

law. But many faculty researchers regard patent policy

and procedure as a nuisance and are less cooperative

than they should be. The statutory bars which arise are

symptomatic. Publications--the coin of the realm--are

10
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far more important to faculty than invention disclosures

and the possibility of patents.

3. In the Office of Sponsored Programs, a large amount of

staff and legal counsel time is consumed in negotiating

contracts with sponsor representatives who are unfamiliar

with research in academia. The typical problem: an

attorney who has never before dealt with a university and

who approaches the negotiation on a company-to-company

hard-line traditional basis. Research agreements with

pharmaceutical companies have led the list in

stubbornness or rapaciousness in their negotiating

stances. We rarely, if ever, fail to complete a

negotiation, but the consumption of time and effort in

reviewing endless drafts and redrafts has been costly.

4. The attitude of the faculty principal investigator (PI)

is all important in negotiating industry-university

research agreements. When the faculty members' attitude

is one of cooperation, conflicts of interest situations

either do not arise or they can be easily handled. At

the other extreme, lack of cooperation and/or a

single-minded drive on the part of the faculty member

to obtain the research money can seriously impair

negotiations.

11



5. With reference to cor Cases I, 2, and 3 above, we are

not comfortable with our policy controlling private

consulting by faculty which is coincident with his or

her research at PSU sponsored by the same company.

Exceptions are approved, based on evidence that the

fields involved in the consulting and the research are

"sufficiently different." We hope to develop clearer

policy and procedure in this area.

12
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